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Silent service
vet, Harris,
of Murray,
speaks out
By TOPA BERRY
btaff Writer
hen the U.S. Navy
submarine
USS
111/ Swordfish was sunk
with ail hands on board by
Japanese anti-si,b vessels in the
Pacific in 1945, it barely missed
taking Murray native Bob
Harns with it.
Harris, who
joined
the
Navy
from
Murray
and
served on both
the Swordfish
and the USS
Flying
Fish
during World
War 11, had
been dropped
off on Midway
Island just days before the illfated Swordfish went missing
and was officially declared lost
on Jan. 12, 1945.
"Eighty nine men...my shipmates, Welt lost," Harrts said.
"Twelve days after it left
Midway it was reported lost."
The ship wa.s reportedly sunk
by the Japanese with depth
charges and became one of
numerous U.S. submarines lost
during the war.
Harris says there is often too
little appreciation for what the
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Friday...Partly sunny. Highs
in the uppe! 30s. Northwest
winds around 5 mph.
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
A chance of flurries after midnight. L.ows in the mid 20s.
North winds around 5 mph.
Saturday....Partly sunny in
the moming then clearing. A
chance of flurries in the morning. Highs in the upper 30s.
Northwest winds 5 mph.
Saturday Mght...Clear Lows
in the mid 20s.
Sunday...Mostly
sunny.
Highs in the mid 40s
Sunday night...Partly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of rain
or snow. Lows in the lower 30s.
cloudy.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
ational Flood Insurance
Program and Federal
_
Emergency
Management Agency officials
met with local residents at
Murray City Hall Thursday
evening to address questions
about how the soon-to-be
adopted updated flood plain
trtaps will affect their peoperties.
Dionne Fields, an NFIP specialist, said that anyone who
lives in a community' that participates in the national program such as Murray is eligible
to buy flood insurance. Anyone
who lives in an area that is designated as a flood plain - which
is more at nsk of a flood than
tither areas - on the maps that
will be made official next year
is required to purchase flood
insurance.
Chris Hart, the Kentucky
NRP coordinator, said that
although nearly everyone has
some level of risk, the land
included in the flood plain is
divided into higher and.lower
risk zones. The high nsk area is
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By rota BERRY
Staff Writer
very year, Murray Main Street sponsors the annual
Main Street Merriment event in downtown Murray on
the Courthouse Square, complete with festive Christmas
lights and song.
This year, the event features "Lighting of the Christmas Tree"
and caroling as part of the Seventh Annual Main Street
Merriment and Dickens' Alley event sponsored by Kenlake
Foods.
Santa Claus will make his annual visit as part of the festivities visiting with children and taking their requests for what

E
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Murray. KY 421171

they want to find under the Christmas tree. Also featured will
be special music at the Robert 0 Miller Conference Center.
Santa Claus will be in his house from 4 p.m, to 7:30 p.m. this
everting and from 8:30 a.m. to'l0 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. to noon on
Saturday.
The Carol of the Lights will begin at 5 p.m. in front of the tree
on the court square, and Dickens Alley will open at 5:30 p.m. in
the Maple Street Alley/Conference Center.
Activities will include artists/crafters, storytelling, musical and

•See Page 3A

Parades to
fill streets
of cities in
the region
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
City streets across the
region will be filled with
cheer starting this weekend
as local communities hold
annual
Christmas
parades.
Below are
a sampling
of regional
parades in
the area:
•
Murray Saturday,
Don't miss
Dec. 5, at
Santa m the
10 a.m.
Murray parade
The 38th
annual parade will run doWn
Main Street and floats will
be judged in three divisions.
The theme for this year's
parade is "Sharing the Joy
of Chnstmas.
City Calvert
MI
Saturday, Dec. 5, at 11
a.m.
'The parade will begin by
the railroad tracks on KY 95
and turn to come up 5th

111! See Page 3A

Hazel, Kentucky
Antique District

HAWKINS TEAGUE photo
Residents and city officials
look at a preliminary flood
plain map.

College remedial
classes, costs to
iricrease in Ky.,
officials reixwt

ferent scenes that depict the birth of Chnst. Live
animals, including camels, will also be a part of
the scenes, it was reported.
According to Tim Palmer, chairman of the
United Methodist Churches of Calloway
County Cluster, there are 17 churches participating in the event. "We are all coming togeth-

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Tougher
admission
regulations
at
Kentucky institutions of higher
education are expected to
increase the number of students
needing remedial reading and
math next year.
The Couner-Journal reports
that' the new regulations may
have the biggest impact on
community colleges. Officials
estimate between 17,400 and
20,000 new students will need
remedial courses before they
can enroll in courses that count
toward a degree.
That would amount to a 30
percent to 50 percent increase
over the 13,300 first-time stiidents who toc,k remedial class-

in See Page 3A
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Richard Tynes, playing the part of a king, gets some help trying on his costume from Jane
Lamb. left, and Genie May, right. The three Coldwater United Methodist Church members
are part of the Live Nativity Scenes hosted by the United Methodist Churches of Calloway
County. The event is being held tonight and tomorrow night at the William "Bill" Cherry Ag
Expo Center

LiVe Nathity SCeneS
By GREG TRAVIS
Ledger & Times Editor
he Methodist Churches of Calloway
('ounty will sponsor "Live Nativity
Scenes" from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Friday,
Dec. 4, and Saturday, Dec. 5, at Murray State
University's William "Bill" Cherry Exposition
Center on College Farrn Road in Murray,'Held
inside the facility. residents can view eight dif-
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11 Silent service ...
From Front

Navy's "Silent Service" has sacrificed and suffered to fight
Arnenca's battles and preserve
democratic freedoms.
'There iu-e not too many people that understand submarines
at all and that's a problem
nght
there." Harris says.
According to information
from Submarine Veterans of
World War II organization by.
Harris, who is a member of the
group "Subvets Inc," 52
American submarines were lost
during the war. Submariners
suffered the highest mortality
rate of all branches of the U.S.
military during the penod.
About 20 percent or 3.505 U.S.
submarine sailors were killed.
Only a fraction of the nation's
fighting force, submarines are
credited with sinking or disabling 201 Japanese warships
and 1,000 merchant ships;
greatly contnbuting to the war
effort in the Pacific while sailors
serving aboard Navy subs in the
Atlantic also distinguished
themselves.
Harris says he svants more of
his fellow Americans to remember the few, but brave
Arnencans that become members of the nation's submarine
fleet.
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'
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Kentucky

-‘14 e just forget too easily," he
said.
Harris said he was previously
honored for his submarine duty.
dunng the christening of the
USS Louisiana in June 1996 and
wishes more of his shipmates
could have been there.
"The Navy sent a small passenger plane to pick up my. wife
and 1 and I think the mayor and
his wife." he said. "I think about
six of us, and were flown to
Kings Bay, Ga. as guests of the
admiral for the christening," he
said.
However during a reception
that followed, the admiral commented that King's Bay was the
most beautiful submarine base
he had ever seen.
Harns vocally, but respectfully. disagreed.
"I said 'You just lied,'" he
said. "He looked at rne and said
'What do you mean I lied.' I
said skipper did you ever come
into Pearl Harbor after a 90-day
patrol run where you got depthcharged until you thought your
hair was going to fall out...That
is the most beautiful sub base
I've every seen and he said
'Bob, I apologize.—

III Parades ...
From Front

Par
!

120
IN

Paducah - Saturday. Dec.
5, at 5 p.m.
Avenue past the Civic Center.
The parade will begin at the
This is the 50th year of the
interse
ction of 14th and
parade and organizers claim it is
the longest continuous-running Broadway streets and continue
down Broadway to 2nd Street.
parade in western Kentucky.
II Benton • Saturday, Dec.5, The parade theme is "All I want
for Chnstmas" and will feature
at 2 p.m.
The parade will begin at the floats, bands and a grand arnval
intersection of 6th and Main of Santa Claus. The grand marstreets and will run down Main shal had not been chosen as of
to 13th Street. The parade will press time.
feature the Marshall County
"'Paris, Tenn. - Friday, Dec.
High School band and an 11, at 6 p.m.
appearance by Santa Claus on a
The parade is sponsored by
fire truck, among other floats. the Jaycee's and will run in the
At press time, a grand marshal downtown area, it was reporthad not been chosen
ed.
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Dogs catch scent as search for boater continues

DRAFFENVILLE, Ky.(AP) Searchers Aft using dugs to find a
boater who is believed to be in Kentucky Lake, not far from the '
darn
Robert Brarnlett, 69, has been missing since Nov. 28. His boot
v.as found run aground near Grand Rivers.
Mark Garland. with the Kentucky Division of Emergency
:
Management, told The Paducah Sun that searchers arc concentrat:
ing un three square miles of the lake near Lighthouse Landing. :
Canine handler Debbie Boaz said the dogs found some scent ;
traces and that information is being mapped to help searchers bet:
ter define areas in which to look.

4 charged, thousand cans of Wand found ln vat;
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MI Live Nativity ...
From Front

"Residents can stay warm and
dry and it will be handicap
er to work on this production.
accessible. We will also have
This is the second year for it to
refreshments.**
be held indoors."
Palmer said he would like to
Palmer, who is also the minissee 3,000 residents tour the
ter at the Coldwater and Lynn
''Live Nativity Scenes" this
Grove Methodist churches. said year.
holding the displays inside the
Admission is free, however
Expo Center make it enjoyable donations to
the ministrv are
for
everyone
involved. accepted.

II College...
From Front
es this fall in community colleges.
Jay Box, chancellor of the
Kentucky
Community
and
Technical College System, said the
network of colleges will need 50
new. faculty members, costing
between S3 million and S4 million
in salaries and benefits.
The state's four-year universities also are expected to see a
rise in the number of students
needing.remedial classr.s..
The
regulation iequireil
studentseo score 19 in math, 20
in reading and 18 In'EnglIsh on
the ACT college-entrance exam
to be guaranteed enrollment in
credit courses. Students who
don't meet that mark would be
required to take remedial cours-

From Front
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Times

MADRIGALS IN THE MAKING: Sarah Kendail and Daniel
Milam rehearse their part in the song "The 12
Days of
Christmas" which is part of the Annual Madriga
l Dinner
tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the lobby of Ordway Hall.

BENTON, Ky.(AP) A westeni Kentucky shenff consul
urV
with the FBI about the theft of baby forrnula.
Marshall County authorities stopped a van and arrested four
people Nov. 22 after two people were seen stealing Enfamil baby:i
formula.
Shenff's spokesman Dennis Lewis reported that officers found •
1,044 cans of the formula in the van.
Lewis said the department believes the suspects were stealing .
Enfamil and taking it to Mexico to sell.
Those arrested told deputies they are from Houston. Dete-ctivea
believe the four made several trips between Texas and Kentucky
to steal formula from Walmart stores

•Flood plain map ...
From Front

designated as Zone A and the
lower risk is Zone X.
Homeowners in thc areas
deemed to be higher risk must
pay higher insurance rates. Hart
said that if a rolptrty thqt used
to be part of 7.orte X is now in
Zone A, the owner's rates would
es or seek some other forrn of go up, but the person has the
assistance, such as tutonng or option ot paying less if he or she
online instruction. Previously, purchases flood insurance
students had to score at least 18 before Jan. 24 of next year,
which is the projected date for
on the ACT in all three areas to
gain admission to college-credit the deadline for appeals. He said
property owners will be able to
courses.
make an appeal to FEMA if
Lana Jennings, director of
Murray
State
University's their property is included in the
developmental education pro- flood plain on the map and the
owner doesn't think it should
gram. Murray State University
Community' College, said stu- qualify.
Hart said that it- the property
dents often are initially shocked
to learn they need to take reme- owners who are now included as
part of a high nsk area but used
dial classes.
to
be in the lower risk area buy
"Many of them are ember/us
insurance immediately, they
,sed. Some. are angry," she said.,
will still be able to pay the tower
lane ai-e grateful that the he*
rate. After the first year, howevis here because they realize they
er, they would have to pay the
are not ready for prime time
• higher rate, he said.
Jennings said officials at
Fields said that any developer
Murray are concerned where the
that builds in a flood plain must
money will come from for the
"build smart" and follow regulaincreased need for remedial
tions, which Hart said means
education.
building on or above the base
flood elevation. l'his means it is
built to withstand what is known
as the "100 year flood," which
and ensembles, the MSU
is also known as the "1-percent
chance" fiCX)Ci.
Madrigal Singers and the MSU
Some at the meeting quesTuba-Euphonium Ensemble.
tioned how the flood plains had
Downtown churches have
been calcuated and if the areas
participated with a chili dinner
that are derterminied to have a
and the sale of baked items.
1 -percent chance of being flood-

eating venues and more. it was
reported.
In past years, patrons have
enjoyed music by the Murray
Middle School band quartets

1,114.1,

Dec. 4
21 shopping
days Ill Christmas
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that the newer, digital versions
of the maps were MOM aCCUrgte
than the last meg, which wiz.
.
adopted in 1980, because Of
much more advanced technoGa8Y.
One man asked about ho.ss
higher insurance rates affectid
people who might not hale
money in their budgets to ply
hundreds or more than LOW
extra dollars a year to pay higher flood insurance rates. Hirt'
admitted that the richest peoti
.lt;
in a town are probably not :as
likely as the less well-off to liye
in flood plain and that tile
increased rates probably ha'ke
caused some to lose 'hair
homes. He said, though. thacit
is critical to identify
arcs%
that are at the highest nsk :in
case of a catastrophic event. :
The Murray City Council vs111
have several months after tile
appeals process is over :to
update ordinances related 2o
flood plains, such as regulatictis
that new commercial properties
must meet, Hart said. The mip
will finally become official bn
Oct. 19, 2010.
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Life behind bars for
prisoners under 18
The United States Supreme
Court this month heard arguments in a case that could decide
whether a child who commits
a crime should be sentenced
in some circumstances to life
without parole.
There can be no question
that some minors who murder
are unfit to be released from
prison for fear they might kill
again.
But what about crimes that
don't involve homicide? Should
a 13-year-old be sentenced to
life without the possibility of
parole? Such a case is now
before the Court.
• Perhaps if we focused more
cm redemption. rather than
detention, the results would be
different.
A study by Florida State
University's Public Interest Law
Center estimates that nationwide
there are 111 inmates in seven
states serving life-withoutparole sentences for non-homicide crimes they conunitted as
jpveniles.
, The overwhelming majority, 77, housed in Florida prisQIIS. Not many. unless you're
One of the 1 1 1.
Over the years we've managed to get the punishment
pan right, but what about the
redemption pan? Prisoners have
few advocates and often feel
abandoned and without hope.
c Clearly there must be a bet* way when the number of
incarcerated grows every year,
akong with the cog of wareliousing them in places that
serve as hot houses of despair
and training academies for hardened criminals. Many inmates
will be paroled and commit
more crimes.
I solicited success stories
from people who work with teen
offenders.
One response came from Dr.
Scott Larson, who serves on
the board of Reclaiming Youth
International and is president
of Straight Ahead Ministries
(www.straightahead.org)
in
Worcester, Mass. Larson writes,
"My wife and I took up to
seven youth at a time between
1990 and 2000, and 10 of those
youth were locked up for
manslaughter charges.
Eight of those went to college; none were re-arrested.
One is a lawyer and serving
as the assistant deputy commissioner of Youth Services in
New Jersey, two are rounselors
at a group home. one is a
sales manager of a building
company and the other five
sire working various jobs and
&wing well.,."
Larson says under current
law, these youth "would all be
Gping life sentences (10 to 20

years)
in
adult prisons, though
in each case
they
were
present. but
not necessarily
the
shooter in
gang clashCal's
es.'
He says
Thoughts
his
group By Cal Thomas
also works
Syndicated
Columnist
with members of the
Bloods and Crips gangs in Lynn.
Mass., "and have seen them
reconcile and work for good
in their community. Gang violence this past year is down
57 percent in this city, which
is the third most violent in Massachusetts."
Last September, ABC News'
"Primetime" program did a story
on the Missouri Juvenile Justice System and an innovative
approach that state •is taking
that has lowered the recidivism rate to 10 percent, the
lowest in the country.
Young offenders are not
locked behind bars. The state
uses a highly relational
approach. including hugs from
staff and peer groups who
express care and concern for
diem.
In addition to appearing
effective, the Missouri model
is efficient, costing about half
the national average, according to Dr. Larson.
A University of Texas study
found more than half the states
permit children under age 12
to be treated as adults for criminal justice purposes.
According to the study, "in
22 states plus the District of
Columbia, children as young
as 7 can be prosecuted and
tried in adult court. where they
would be subjected to harsh
adult sanctions, including long
prison terms, mandatory sentences, and placement in adult
prison."
Surely this is cruel and
unusual punishment for all but
the most violent and psychotic killers.
One size fits all sentencing
doesn't and it shouldn't. Isn't
it better to attempt to reclaim
children headed in the wrong
direction than to doom them
to life in prison without parole?
I think it is.
L,et's hope the Supreme Court
thinks so, too.
(Direct all MAIL for Cal
Thomas to: Tribune Media Services. 2225 Kenmore MT., Suite
114, Buffalo, N.Y 14207. Readers may also e-mail Cal Thomas
at tmseditors@tribune.com.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
lot necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
illurray Ledger & Times.
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Obama: Afghan gov't must end corruption
WASHINGTON(AP)—'The
Obama administration has a
simple-sounding strategy for
the problem that is Hamid
By ANNE
Karzai: Work with him and
around him at the same time.
Obama praised Karzai for
As President Barack Obama holding his government togethnears an announcement about er but declined to say he trusts
whether the United States will him.
add rnilitary forces to an unpop"I'm less concerned about
ular war, he cannot avoid deal- any individual than I am with
ing with the corruption-stained a govenunent as a whole that
Afghan leader and the culture is having difficulty providing
of graft and inefficiency that basic services to its people,"
years of U.S. and internation- Obama said in his latest blunt
al largesse has helped to build. assessment of the Karzai govBut Washington is also look- ernment. Obama made his coming for ways to direct aid, ments during his trip to Asia
expertise and influence to local in interviews with NBC, CNN
and provincial governments far and CBS.
from Karzai's compound in
The Karzai govertunent's
Kabul. The U.S. troop infu- competence and ability to shed
sion widely expected for next at least some of its taint of
year will also largely bypass corruption are critical to
Karzai, who wants more troops whether there will be any credbut won't get much say in ible Afghan civilian support
where they go or how they for the growing U.S. war effort.
are used.
now in its ninth year.
"He has some strengths, but
Senior administration offihe has some weaknesses," cials say they are applying the
Obama said Wednesday.
tough love that Bush did not.
Never a favorite among For starters, Washington is askObama insiders. Karzai takes ing Karzai not to embarrass
office for a second five-year his patrons by keeping obviterm on Thursday as Washing- ous thugs on the payroll.
ton's inevitable man, instead
U.S. officials say they are
of the indispensable man he already diverting some develwas to former President George opment money and decisionW. Bush.
making power away from Kabul

good guy and it cannot be
dependent on him now that he
is perceived as the bad guy."
GEARAN
Thief:, just back from meet.'
ing with U.S and Afghan offiministries, taking advantage of cials in Afghanistan, said the
Afghanistan s
historically administration has begun to
decentralized power system to make good on pledges to culgive local leaders more direct tivate responsible leaders apart
control over projects in their from Karzai.
backyards. The officials spoke
The Karzai government
on condition of anonymity unveiled an anti-comiption and
because Obama's announcement major crimes unit this week
about a revamped Afghanistan just as Afghanistan slipped three
strategy is still under wraps.
places to become the world's
The United States would second most corrupt country.
prefer to see honest politicians according to an annual survey
at the helm of key government by Transparency International.
ministries such as Interior, Intel- an anti-corruption watchdog.
ligence and Defense and the
"They've done some work
sketchier Karzai loyalists shunt- on that. but in our view, not
ed off to places where they nearly enough to demonstrate
could do the least harm.
a seriousness of purpose to
Washington has sent word tackle corruption." Secretary of
that a few Karzai cronies must State Hillary Rodham Clinton
go and that he should not toss told reporters Wednesday durout ministers who have demon- ing her flight to Kabul for
strated their independence.
Karzai's inauguration.
Otte failed critical test. so
"We are concerned about corfar, is that Karzai has refused ruption and wi obviously think
to push aside a half brother it has an impact on the quail=
long alleged to have links to ity and capacity of goierning.
the drug trade.
So we're going to be persist-.
"The U.S. strategy cannot ent, asking tor the kinds of
be dependent on Karzai." said outcomes that we think reflect.
Alex Thiel% an Afghanistan spe- that they are serious about this.
cialist at the U.S. Institute of But I can't predict what
Peace. "It could not be depend- or won't happen at this point.7
ent on him when he was the
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Should 9/11 terrorists be tried in New York?
The White House says it
has good reasons to bring the
terrorists who planned the 9/11
attacks to New York City to
try them in a federal courtroom instead of at the secure
detention facility at Guantanamo. But I can't think of
any.
The reasons why that decision is a mistake. however. are
easy to list.
It puts the tools we use to
fight terror at risk. And it is
a needless risk to America's
security. And it gives these terrorists a worldwide platform
to spread their hateful propaganda.
Past experiences with terrorists on trial in civilian courtrooms highlight the threat to
our national security.
If terrorists are tried under
the same rules as common
criminals. they get numerous
constitutional protections. For
example. prosecutors may be
forced to reveal secrets about
how the intelligence community fights terror.
In the trial of the mastermind of the 1993 World Trade
Center bombing. testimony
about a cell phone battery was
enough to tip off terrorists that
one of their key communication links had been compromised.

And despite being in maximum-security conditions, these
terrorists later managed to communicate by letter to terrorists
in Spain.
The public trial of the terrorist known as "the Blind
Sheikh." who wa.s involved in
the 1993 World Trade Center
bombing. provided a rich source
of information to terror networks ahead of the 9/11 attacksincluding infortnation that his
lawyer smuggled from her client
to terrorist allies in Egypt.
The trials of the bombers
of our embassies in East Africa
compromised intelligence methods to the benefit of Osama
bin Laden.
And the trial of 9/11 conspirator Zacarias Moussaoui
resulted in thc disclosure ofeven
more sensitive information. The
Obama administration has
called these prosecutions "successful."
That's setting quite a low
bar for success. If the upcoming trials of 9/11 mastermind
Khalid Sheik Mohammed and
his terrorist associates are equally "successful," we must understand that success in prosecution may. come at some cost
to our overall efforts to fight
terrorists.
Americans are right to be
concerned about the increased

security
risks civilian terrorist trials
will bring
well.
as
With the
eyes of the
world on
these trials,
the
country
suddenly
becomes a
much
MOrC

U S. Sen Mitch
McConnell. RKnntorky

attractive
target for attacks
Former attorney general
Michael Mukascy. who also
presided over terror cases as
a federal judge in New York,
thinks such trials will bring great
risk-especially for New York
City.
"The question is whether,
not only that particular facility, but the city (ail large. will
then become the focus for mischief in the forrn of murder
by adherents of Khalid Shcikh
Mohammed-whether this raises the odds that it will." he
saicl.
"I would suggest to you that
it raises them very high...I can't
sce anything good coming out
of this." Further. terrorists on
trial could easily turn their

prosecutions into a forum to
espouse hateful propaganda.
These risks could be avoided if the administration would
try terrorists under a military
commissions system. like at
Guantanamo. for instance.
Created three years ago by
Congress on a bipanisan basis.
military commissions were
specifically designed to deal
fairly with prosecutions of al
Qaeda terrorists in a way consistent with national security
and the preservation of our intelligence sources and methods.
Even while moving fonvard
with civilian trials for Khalid
Sheikh Mohammed in New
York. the administration has
announced it still plans to try
other terrorists by military commission-leaving unanswered the
question of why we would tell
terrorists that if they attack
defenseless American civilians
here at home, we will treat
them better, by giving them
all the benefits of a civilian
trial. than if they attack military targets overseas.
Most Americans recognized
that the perpetrators of thc 9/11
attacks were not common criminals. but enemies in a war.
Putting terrorists on trial alongside common criminal% defies
that important understanding.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Ruth Murton. Outland

rtedomesna

Mrs. Ruth Murlene Outland. 83. Radcliff,
died Wednesday. Dec
2. 2009. at Hardin Memorial Hospital.
ElizAbethtown.
A homemaker. she was of Baptist faith.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Rufus
GaIon (Jutland,
one daughter. Shirley Ruth Ladd, her
parents, Tryman Jesse and
Curdle Mae Barrow Murphy; cne sister.
Lorene Rector. She was
born June 30. 1926.
Survivors include five sons, Galen Loyd Outland
arid wife.
Vickie. Brandenburg. Jessie Oudand and wife.
Paula, Atlanta, Ga.,
Paul Ray Outland, Russellville. Randy Outland
and wife. Karen.
Morgantown. and Ronnie Outland and wife.
Christy, Webster; two
sisters, Betty Morrts and husband, Ralph,
Mumiy. and Levicie
Forbus and husband, Byron. Paducah: 15
grandchildren: 13 greatgrandchildren; one great-great-griuidchild.
l'he funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Imes-Miller
Funeral Home. Dr. Jerre!! White and Rev. Hal
Barrow will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery. Visitatio
n will be from 5
to 8 p.m. Saturday at the funeral home. Online
condolences may be
made at www.imesmiller.com. Expressions of
sympathy may be
made to American Diabetes Association, 10820
Sunset Office Dr.,
Suite 220, St. Louis. MO 63127.

Miss Martha M. Hutfilz
Miss Martha M. Hutfilz, 77, Huntsville. Ala.,
died Thursday,
Nov. 24. 2009. at Brookshire Healthcare, Huntsvill
e.
She moved to Murray, Ky., after she retired from
the payroll
department at GrineII Corporation in Illinois. She
was a long-time
member of Immanuel Lutheran Church. Murray.
Born Jan. 14, 1932, in Lake County. Ind.. she was the
daughter of
the late Henry and Math:Ida Hutfilz. Also preceding
her in death
were three brothers, William. Hetuy Jr. and August
Hutfilz and two
sisters, Viola Hutfilz and Minnie Lightcap.
Survivors include seven nieces and nephews, Patsy
Black and
husband, Van. Huntsville, Lois Stovall and husband,
Richard.
Naples. Fla.. Fred Hutfllz, Merrillville, Ind., Ronald
Lightcap.
Oregon. Donald Lightcap and Carol Lightcap, Lombard.
and
Diane Bourne, Hobart, Ind. A graveside service was held in
Murray
with Rev. Chad Foster officiating. Berryhill Funeral
Home of
Huntsville was in charge of arrangements there. Expressions
of sympathy may be made to Immanuel Lutheran Church. I(XJ S.
15th St..
Murray. KY 42071.
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The funeral for Joe M. Cornwell will be Saturday at 1 p.m.
in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Tom McCanle
ss will
officiate. Burial will follow in Jeffery Cemetery in
Calloway County. Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Friday). Expressions of
sympathy may be made to the Ronald McDonald
House, 550 South 1st S., Louisville, KY 40202.
Mr. Cornwell, 65, Hardin, died Wednesday. Dec.
2. 2009, at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. A veteran of the United
States Army. he was a retired truck driver. Preceding him in death
were his parents, Dan Travis Cornwell and Mildred Walker
Cornwell; two brothers; one sister. Survivors include his wife.
Barbara Hopkins Cornwell; one son. Scott Baker. St. Peters. Mo.;
three sisters. Sheila Green, Benton, Mary Vaughn, Ledbetter. and
Eva Peacock. Galesburg. III.; five brothers, Travis Cornwell.
Newell. W.Va.. Jewell and Pat Cornwell. Benton, and Russell and
David Cornwell, Hardin; 10 grandchildren: one great-grandchild.

Frank A. Monis
A memorial service tor hank A. Morris will be Saturday at
p.m. in the chapel of Murray Memorial Gardens wilt;
Fr. Jason officiating. Mr. Morris. 79. 100 Bloc
Bonnet Ln.. Winters, Texas,formerly of Murray. died
in Winters on Monday, Nov. 30. 2009. at I I a.tii
Retired from the United States Air Force after 1
years of service. he was a member of Knights ot
Columbus in Murray and Winters: was a former member of St. Leo
Catholic Church in Murray and now a member of Lady of Mt
Carmel Church in Texas.
Preceding him in death were his two wives, Pauline Todd Mom
and Mildred Morris; parents, Cora Lee Johnson Morris and William
T. Morris; four brothers. Roy, Clifford. Wallace and Bill; three sisters. Mary, Elizabeth and Marie. Survivors include two sons, Georgc
Morris and wife. Cindy. Abilene. Texas. and Joseph Bixby and wife.
Hollie. Murray; two brothers, Wesley and Fred Morris and one sister, Dora Miler, all of Tennessee; eight grandchildren; seven great
grandchildren; eight great-great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Juanita Outland Lawrence

Mrs. Juanita Outland Lawrence. 81. formerly of Lynn Grove.
died Tuesday, Dec. I. 2009 at 8:32 a.m. at St
Mary's Hospital in Livonia. Mich. Retired from
the Western Union Telegraph Company. she was a
member of Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove
Born Dec. 10, 1927, she was the daughter of the
late Lafayette Outland and Eulala Hall Outland
Also preceding her in death was her husband of 45
years, Carl W. Lawrence, who died Nov. 10, 2000.
Survivors include five sorts, Richard Lawrence
and his wife, Sandra, of Livonia, Mich.. Ronald
Lawrence and wife, Debra,
e, Mich..
Lawrence Michael Lawrence. Troy. Rosevill
Mich.. Timothy
Lawrence and wife. Terri. Sanford. Fla.. and Roger
Lawrence and wife, Carole, Warren. Mich.; one brother. Robert D
Outland and wife. Beverly. Troy. Mich: 12 grandchildren and eight
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in thc chapel of J.11
Churchill Funeral Home, Murray. with Rev. John Sheppard officating. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be
Monday from 2 to 8 p.m. at the funeral home.
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Americans fed-up with foreign affairs
WASHINGTON IAPI Americans are turning away
from the world. showing a tendency toward isolationism in
foreign affairs that has risen to
the highest level in four decades,
a poll released Thursday found.
Almost half, 49 percent, told
the polling organization that the
United States should "mind its
own business" internationally
and let other countries get along
the hest they can on their own.
thc Pew Research Center survey
found. That's up from 30 percent who said that in December
2002.
"Isolationist
Sentiment
Surges to Four-Decade High."
the nonpartisan research center
headlined its report on the poll
about America's role in the
world.
Only 32 percent of the poll

respondents favored increasing
U.S. troops in Afghanistan,
while 40 percent favored
decreasing them. And fewer
than half, or 46 percent. of those
polled said it was somewhat or
very likely that Afghanistan
would be able to withstand the
radicals' threat.
Forty-one percent of those
surveyed said the United States
plays a less important and powerful role as a world leader than
it did a decade ago. up from 25
percent who said that just before
the Sept. I I. 2001. terrorist
attacks. the report said.
Pew
Research
Center
President Andrew Kohut said in
an interview that the "very had
economy" appeared
most
responsible for the growth of
isolationist sentiment. He said
the public was also "displeased

WASHINGTON (API Unflinching on a critical first
test. Senate Democrats closed
ranks'Thursday behind $460 billion
in
politically
risky
Medicare cuts at the heart of
health care legislation, thwarting
a Republican attempt to doom
President Barack Obama's
sweeping overhaul.
The bid by the bill's critics to
reverse cuts to the popular
Medicare program failed on a
vote of 58-42. drawing the support of two Democratic defectors. Approval would have
stripped out money needed to
pay for expanding coverage to
tens of millions of uninsured
Americans.
'The broader legislation aims
to extend health coverage to 31
million who now lack it. while
barring insurance industry practices such as denying coverage
on the basis of pre-existing medical conditions. Though the
overhaul is estimated to cost
about $1 trillion over a decade,

the(';,ngressional Budget 01lice
has said it would cut federal
deficits by $130 billion over that
period. and probably reduce
them further in thc I() years
beyond that.
"Our bill does nothing to
reduce guaranteed Medicare
benefits." said Scn. Max
Baucus, D-Mont.. as several fellow
Democrats
accused
Republican critics of making
false clainis of potential hal in
during three days of debate.
The AARP supported the 10year package of cuts in projected spending. giving Democrats
political cover for their decision
to pare back subsidies to private
Medicare plans as well as payments to hospitals, hospices,
home health agencies and other
providers.
The Medicare vote cam not
long after the Senate backed a
guarantee for all insured women
age 40 and older to receive
mammograms with no out-ofpocket costs. The breast cancer
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screening test would be included
in an array of preventive measures that insurance plans would
be required to cover. The proposal cleared on a ncar partyline vote of 61-39. one more
than the 60 needed for passage.
It essentially wiped out a federal
advisory committee recommendation to defer routine mammograms until women reach the
age of 50.
The day's votes were the first
since the Senate's health care
debate began on Monday, and
denionstrated thc ability of
Democrats to move ahead in the
face of implacable Republican
opposition.
At the same time. Democrats
worked in private meetings to
settle controversies within the
pany that arc still standing in the

way of the hill's passage. The'
most contentious of these
involves proposals for the goy,
ernment to sell insurance io
competition with private comp*,
nies. an approach supported by
liberals but opposed by most.
Democratic moderates and conservatives.
"Our caucus is now in the
process of negotiating with ourselves because we need all 60 of:'
us to get this done." said Sen,'
Mary Landrieu. D-La.. after one
closed-door meeting. Senate
procedures require 60 votes to
overcome Republican delaying'
tactics designed to kill the bill.
Majority Leader Harry Reid.
D-Nev.. said hc expected all
such issues to be worked out
soon. but he did not specify precisely when.
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to 10 percent from 10.2 percent
in October, where economists
expected it to remain.
If part-time workers who
want full time jobs and laid off
workers who have given up
looking for work are included.
the so-called underemployment
rate also fell. to 17.2 percent
from 17.5 percent in October.
There was other positive
news in the report. The average
work week rose to 33.2 hours.
from a record low of 33 hours
Economists expect employers
will increase hours for their current workers before hiring nev.
ones.
Thc
department
also
increased its job estimate for
September, to a loss of 139,000
from 219.000, and for last
month. to I 11.000 from
190,000.

percent said China was the
world's leading econonuo•
power. compared with 27 percent who named the United
.
.
States. In February' 2008. 41 per:
cent said the U.S. was the leading economic power. while 30
percent said China was.
A majority of Americans Nur:
veyed. or 3.1 percent. sec:
China's emerging power as a
threat to the United States.
The United States is seen by'
a comfortable majonty. 63 percent, as the world's leading military power.
Concerning the Middle East.'
about half. or 31 percent. ot
respondents said they were more
sympathetic toward Israel [hall:
to the Palestinians, who drew 12..
percent. Fourteen percent sup.,
ported neither side. while 19..
percent offered no opinion.

, , .„
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Senate healtn Dill passes rirs
t critical test

Unemployment rate falls '13,988*
slightly to 10 percent
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
unemployment rate unexpectedly fell to 10 percent in
November as employers cut the
smallest number of jobs since
the recession began.'The betterthan-expected job figures are a
rare note of encouraging news
for the labor market.
Still. thc respite may be temporary. Many economists expect
the unemployment rate to climb
into next year as thc economy
struggles to generate enough
jobs for the 15.4 million people
out of work.
The economy shed 11,(XX)
jobs last month. an impmvement
from October's revised total of
111.000, the Labor Department
said Friday. 'That's much better
than the 130.0(X) Wall Street
economists expected.
The unemployment rate fell

with the two wars we are waging. in Iraq and Afghanistan."
"Improving hunhin rights and
living standards are all clown."
Kohut added "Thursday at a news
conference.
"It tells us the president is
sailing into a stiff wind," said
James M. Lindsay. director of
studies at the private Council on
Foreign Relations.
"t[riles. he can produce obvious successes in Afghanistan
and generally. he will find himself challenged." Lindsay said.
Nearly half the public worried the president is not tough
enough in defending interests of
the U.S. generally. Lindsay said.
While isolationism and unilateralism reached four-decade
highs among the public. the
stature of China increased.
Among Americans polled, 4-4
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Tour of homes by Cadiz/Trigg County Historical Society scheduled
CADIZ. Ky. — The
Cadiz/Tngg County Historical
Society will host a home tour
from 2 to 4 p.m on Sunday,
Dece 13. Some of Cadiz earliest
homes on Main Street will be
featured on the tour including
the following:
°The Futrell House Bed and
Breakfast: 125 Main Street built
by. T. G. Jones in 1878. After
several owners, the house was
purchased by Dr. John Futrell in
1927. He was responsible, along
with his twin brother Dr. Elias
Futrell. for the organization of
the Tngg County Hospital. In
2008 the house became a Bed
and Breakfast Inn operated hy
Amanda and Gary Polete.
Hopson/Ward-Oder
°The
House: 105 Main Street built by
Levingston Lindsey, a professional man. in the early 1890's.
In all probability, Lindsey died
of tuberculosis. There have been
a number of owners of the
house. Perhaps the Hopson's
lived there longer than any other
family'. resulting in its being
known as the Hopson House.
The current owners are Levon

Futrell Rouse
Ward and Linda Meredith-Oder.
°The White/Bryan House: 97
Main Street, was built in 1908.
This Classical Revival home
was built by John Preston
White, president of the Cadiz
Hardware Co. John Preston's
father, W. C. White, was also a
very well respected businessman in the community as the

founder and president of the
Cadiz Railroad from 1901-1926.
Mike and Donna Bryan are current owners
*The Grinter/Swartz House.
93 Main Street. The house was
built as a wedding gift by
Thomas Hill Grinter for his
daughter Georgia in 1879. In
1984 the Kentucky Heritage

Council designated this home as
a significant historic site iind
Kentucky Landmark. It is listed
in the "Survey of Historic Sites
of Kentucky." The Rev. and
Mrs. Daniel Swartz purchased
the home in 1989.
°Fairholme: 89 Main Street
was built in 1885 by Edward R.
Street and Mary Grinter Street.
The carriage house or stable was
built first. Mr. Street hired an
architect from Nashville to
design the house. John L. Street,
Jr. bought what he called his
grandmother's house in 1984
and restored it to the Victorian
period and named it Fairholme.
The house is on the National
Registry of Historical Homes.
The price of a ticket is $10
and may be purchased from
Loose Treasures Antique Mall,
downtown Cadiz or from
Barbara Shore, 1-270-522-3975.
Tickets will also be available at
the door the day of the tour.
The Cadiz High School
(1911 - 1961) annual ornament
is now on sale at Miz Malva's
Antique Mall. The ornament
will be on display at each home.

.
•
•

almost tripled in the number of
vendors and will be in a new
location at Hickman County.
Elementary, School. Beginning
at 9 a.m. and running until 2
p.m., shoppers will be able to
select one of a kind gifts.
Authors and artists from all over
the region will congregate in
Clinton. Craftspeople in wood,
clay, fabric and paper will offer
everything from aprons to science fiction for your shopping
pleasure. Even Santa Claus will
be on hand until noon.
Staying home this Saturday
(or worse going to that big box
store instead) means missing out
on a unique opportunity to buy
the perfect book for a young
person and hasre it. personalized

by the author. This year's cast of
authors has a book for every
taste. Missing out on the AC& B
Fair means missing out on a special decoration, the perfect card,
th.at one of a kind Christmas
ornament that family will cherish year after year. Considering
the current economic conditions, finding gifts at affordable
prices close to home is an
opportunity not ti) be missed. It
hearkens back to an earlier time
when givers knew who nu:tie the
gift they were giving.
To see a list of the artists and
authors at this year's Hickrnan
County Arts, Crafts & Book
Fair, go to the Hickman County
Council
Arts
website, www.hiclunancoarts.co

Dunns invite community
.Theatres

be
A Holiday Open House
hosted by Drs. Randy and
Ronda Dunn at Oakhurst,
Murray State University's presidential residence, on Tuesday,
Dec. 15, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
All community niembers are
invited to attend.
The Dunns are continuing
their tradition of welcoming
Murray community members,

7008 Chestnut St
NO Cfl:CKS

SCHEDULEGOODTHRUDEC.9

moviesinmurray.com
Old Dogs
PG - 1:35 - 3:35 7:20 - 9:25
Nevy Moon
PG13 - 12:50 - 3:30 - 7:00 - 9:40
Ninja Assassins
R - 9:00
A Christmas Carol 3D ,)
s1Z,`,,`.)..,
PG - 1:05 • 3:15 - 6:55
SHOWTIMES flEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY
Brothers
R - 1:25 - 3:45 - 7:25 - 9:50
The Blind Side
PGI3 1:15 3:55 - 7:15 - 9:55
Planet 51
PG - 1:20 - 3:25 - 7:10 - 9:10
2012

Kentucky National Guard holds
departure ceremony for Paducah unit

PG13 • 12:40 • 3:40 • 6:45 • 9:45
P,ogram Intc,maten Call 753-3314

along with university faculty,
staff and students, in their home
for holiday refreshments and
seasonal music.
Oaldiurst is located on Main
Street between 15th and 16th
streets. west of Sparks Hall.
Parking is available in the lot
behind Oakhurst (the entrance is
on 16th Street, yust around the
comer from Oakhurst).

t

PADUCAH, Ky. -- Friends
and family will gather together
for a farewell ceremony in honor
of the men and women of the
National
Kentucky
Army
Guard's 2113th Transportation
Company as they prepare for
deployment in support of
Operation Iraqi Fre:edotn. The
ceremony will take place 9 a.m.
on Sunday at the Tilghman High
Auditorium, 2400
School
Washington St., Paducah.
The unit will travel to Camp
Shelby', Miss., for several weeks
oftraining before deploying

overseas. The Soldiers of the
2113th Transportation Co. will
provide convoy security while
in Iraq.
This is the second deployment
to Iraq for the unit. which
deployed in December of 2004
and returned home on Jan. 24,
2005.
The Kentucky National Guard
has deployed more than 12,000
Citizen-Soldiers and Airmen in
support of the Global Wtir on
Terror since September I 1 ,
2001.

Mitt Street
Merrimerit

1
lo's
Datebook

The Hazel Christmas ()pen House will be
Saturday and Sunday. Each of the 13 shopa
and malls will feature a tempting spread of
cakes, pies, cookies, csuldies, nuts, punch/
,
coffee, spiced tea and other treats.
Also Hazel's restaurants will be open rot
business. Each shop will be decorated for th•
holidays.

Four Rivers group to meet

Four Rivers Music Friends will meet SundaY
By Jo Burkeen at 2 p.m. in the annex of the Calloway County
Community
Public Library. All musicians and listeners arti
Editor
invited. For more information call 753-6979.

Girl Scouts will collect food
Girl Scouts of Murray will be collecting food items during thel
Murray Rotary. Club Chnstmas Parade to donate to Mumty4,
Calloway County Need Line on Saturday morning in Murray. They
request that persons bring non perishable items to give to the Girl
Scouts in the parade.

Rotary Breakfast Saturday
Murray Rotary Club Breakfast will be from 6 to 9:30 a.k
Saturday at Pagliai's Restaurant. Tickets are $5 each. The public
urged to attend.

Phebian class plans breakfast
Phebian Sunday School of First Baptist Church will meet foi
breakfast on Saturday at 9 a.m. at Ryan's Farnily Steak House widi
Linda Ciark's group in charge. Martha Moore is teacher and Norma
Wallis is assistant teacher.

Christmas fair features local artists
Hickman County's Friends of
the Arts invite you and yours to
a humdinger of an event this
Saturday. Murray resident
author Jean Lorrah, a professor
emeritus at Murray State
University. will bring her science fiction and fantasy and will
be among 15 authors and 19
artists at the the Christmas Fair
The Hickman County Arts.
Crafts and Book Fair. The event
started modestly five years ago
with 12 writers sitting at tables
in the First United Methodist
Church Young Center with their
books stacked around them.
Last year, the room was so full
of vendors that some moved out
into the hall.
this year.1 the event has

411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111116.
Hazel plans Open House
on Saturday and Sunday

Rho Chapter will meet
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa will meet Saturday for lunch
:at 11:30 a.m. at the Magnolia House at Hazel.

Village Day Care plans event
Village Day Care, 1406 N. 12th St .. will host ''Winter Fest 09'7
on Saturday with festivities at 10 a.m. and Santa to arrive around 2
p.m. All proceeds from this event will go to shop with a Cop pro:gram. For information call 762-0210.

4-H Poultry Club to meet
4-H Poultry Club will meet Saturday at 4 p.m. at Wildwoo0
Farms. All interested youth are encouraged to attend.

Reformers'group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous. a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The

Robyn Ftyan

Ryan will
receive degree
Robyn Ryan of Murray is a
December 2009 degree candidate at Murray State University.
Ryan has applied for a bachelor of science degree in education.
She is the daughter of .1,
David and Tina Ryan of Murray.
Commencement will be
Saturday. Dec. 12, at 10 a.m. in
the Regional Special Events
Center at MSU.

Arnold will
receive degree
Justin Arnold of Murray is a
December 2009 degree candidate at Murray State University.
Arnold has applied for a
bachelor of science degree with
an area in finance and an option
in financial planning. He will
graduate with cum laude honors
status.
A 2006 graduate of Murray
High School, he is the son of
Gail Arnold of Murray and the
late Craig Arnold.
Commencement is scheduled
for Saturday, Def. 12, at 10 a.m.
in the Regional Special Events
Center at MSU.

public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or fit
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky 121 North, Murray'. The public is invited

Dance Company presenting event
The Jackson Purchase Dance Company will present a holiday
production. Nutcracker and More, tonight (Friday) at 7:30 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium at Murray State University. Audience members
of all ages will enjoy excerpts from Nutcracker and a concert of
dance compositions from Nlannheim Steamroller's Christmas
music. Admission is $8 for adults. $6 for students under age 6. and
free to children 3 and under. No reservations are needed.

4-H team plans events
The 4-H Shooting Sports Team will have a float in the Rotary
Christmas Parade on Saturday morning. They will decorate tonight
(Friday9 at 6 p.m. at Lilly's Body Shop on North 7th St., Murray, Ail
4-H club members are encouraged to attend. They will meet at 8:45
a.m. Saturday to ride on the float.

Murray Art Guild plans event
The Murray Art Guild will have a reception for the memberi'
exhibition, "Small Works" which includes new work from Guild
members working in painting photography, fibers, drawing and
woods on Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at the guild at 500 North 4th St,
Murray. At Sunday's reception a drawing will be held for a portrait
commission by Karen Miz,e Harper. Tickets are on sale at the guiii
and will be available at the reception. Tickets are $5 each or 5 frir
$20 for a 18X24 inch individual portrait.

Board plans public forum
canoway County Board of Education will hold a public forum ijo
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discuss the Health and Wellness Policy at the Calloway County.
Preschool. located at 2106-A, College Farm Road at 6 p.m. *
Thursday. Dec. 10.

Bettye Grocran
d

will

-

be signing her newest book:

4,, 20f)9
CAROL OF LIGHTS - 5:00 PM
In front of tree on court square

DICKENS ALLEY - 5:30 PM

Maple Street Alley /Conference Center

SANTA IN HIS HOUSE ON THE SQUARE - 4:00 PM
STORYTELLING
ARTISTS/CRAFTERS
COZY CRITTERS PONY RIDES
VARIOUS MUSICAI & EATINC VENUES THRU THE ALLEY & ARCIUND SQUARE
STORYTELLING, MUSIC, OTHER ACTIVMES FOR CHILDREN & MUCH MORE!

VISIT DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES
for special discounts and giveaways!

•

Thank You Sponsors!

MURRAy

•,

1./lurre

4441114414440.4

That Little Voice
Saturday, December 5th, 2009
2:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
•
••
Calloway County Public Library
710 Main Street, Murray
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SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sot 9 00• m
Sabbath School
Set 10 15• m

ANGLICAN
ST. MAKE'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
i• Ms,f...id
ghs•y Kenton KY 42028
o 527 moir2
Sen.lc.
10 011 m
I rail lay Serum, cont..'
252 13611

arierrouc
APOSTOLIC HOME FELIAJWSHIP
Sunday
Tuesday
Thursday

10 00• m
6 45 p m
6 45 p m

minimums OF O011
RAFFOFF

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 -00 arr.
Evening Worship
MOO p.m
CHXRRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a m & 6 p.m
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9.45 a.m.
Morning Sennce•
11-00 a.m.
Evening Servicsa
6 00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wedne•day Service
6,30 p.m.
Sunday School
10-00•m
Worship Service
11:00• m.
Sunday Night
8:00 p.m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
900 a.m
Worship
10-00• m & E-00 p.m.
Discipleship Training
5-00 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10:00 a. m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Afternoon Worship
6-00 p.m
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7,00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worphip
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6,00 p.m.
E'ERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000am
Worship
11 00 a in at 6:00 p m.
Wednesday
7,00 p.m
rimer BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a.m
Worship 8.30 & 1055•in. & 6 p.m.
FLINT RAPTI/IT
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morrung Worship
11:00 s.m
Evening Worship
6-45 p m
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9:30• m.
Worship
10,45 a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worahip
1() 46 a m & 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday. School
10 a m
Morning Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m
HARDIN BAPTIST '
Worship
(43 9 15 & 10.30 a.m.
Sun Schools /i 00. 9 15 & 10130 a.m.
Evening Worship
MOO p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10-30 m & 6:30 p.m.
Church Training
5;30 p.m
Wed needay Wore p
7-00 p.m

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 in
11 am & 6,00 p.m
Preaching
Wednesday Night
7-00 p.m
LIGHTHOUSE BAPOST CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wedneadey Worship
7,00 p.m
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday- School
10-00 a.m
Morning Worehip
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday, Worship
7,00 p.m

I a public forum ir
Calloway Count,
Dad at 6 p.m. qn

LONE OAK PIUMITIVIL
let Sunday
p
3m1 Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMOIUAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10-50•in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
MOUNT HOILKII FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 3i/• m
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT. CAMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NORTH/TIDE
Morning Worship
13 00• m
Evening Worship
00 p m
NNW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Worship
Ilam &fipm

HOPti HARMON CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 a m
Sunday Evening Worship 6 00 p m
Wednesday Bilde Study
7 00 p m

HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service 11-00 am &6pm
Wedneaday
7:00 p.m
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.rn
Awana
5:30-7:30 p.m
Miming Union
5:45 p.m
Evening Worenip
6.30 p.m

411111111W

OAR GROVE
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
Ilam &ipm
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Preaching
11:00 a m
Prayer Service
5:30 p m
Chumh
4.00 p m
POPLAR SPRILM
Sundey School
10 a.m
Worship (I 45• rn & 11 • m & 6 p cri
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a m
Worship
10 30 a.m
6pm
Wed Night Bible Study
7-00 p m
&ROVE
Sunday School
10:00 ern
Worship Service
11:00
Evening Worship
6,00 p.m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m
Prayer & Emoting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat 6 p.m.•10 p.m

scam

SINKING SPRING
Stir.day
10
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wedneeday
7pm
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11 a.m.. 6,30 p m
Wednesday
7 p.m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9-00• m.
Worship Service.
10 a.m
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

AAlliperrartdger,co

To Help and
Be Helped

CIVFOOLIC
ST. HENRY CATHOUC CHURCH
Saturday Mama
4 00 p m
Sunday
10 30• m
ST. LEO CATHOUC CH6
URC
oo pHin
Saturday Masa
Sunday Maass.
s m & 11 • m

COMOFFIAN
AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 am &6pm
Bible Study Sunday
10• rn
Bible Study Wednesday
7pm
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Celebration Senn,e
9 00 a m
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Worshrp Service
10-45• yn
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
9-30 a rn
Worship
10.30 a cn
Evening Service
6.00 p

COMM MICR 111111113
Sunday School
10.30 a m
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p m
7 30 p m
2nd Wedne•dity

C1111101 sr CORM
ALM()CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9-00 a m
Morning Worshrp
9.50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

mAsoproi citArat. UNITED
1004)• ro
Su rids y School
11 IX) a n1
Morn ing Warship
Wedneadim Yntith Raryie• 6 :to p

MITA NI mu.GOSPEL AMEMSLY
rhursday Night
7 00 p m
Sunday Morning
10 00• m
Sunday Eyermig
7 00 p m

PALIMITINR
Sunday School
Wor•hip

Sundae
Wedrioaday

pm
7pm

CHUB/'H or 111E LIVING orm
Bible Schisil
30• m
Worship
li 30• m lk 7 p
Wed Bibby Study
7pm
Friday Worship
7pm
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
le. weal -of I tan i)oo•
Sunday School
10 00 n rti
Worship
1.) 45 • m
Evensng Mervin.
7 311 p rrt
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Pratiic And W•rslop 10 30 N 04 &
Wadnratia,. Parni1V Training

/1118111111.11 Inman.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9 30 n m
Watchtower Study
10 30• m

INITIMMUUI
IMMANUEL LIITHERAN
Bible Study
9 00 a m
Worahrp
10 34)• m

11111110011,
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9 3(1 • m
Morning Worship
10- 15 a m
Evening Worship
6-00 p m
Wed Bible Study
7:00 p.m
1)83/TER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
10 30 a m & 6.00 p m
Wedneeday
7:00 p m
ITRIENDSHIP
Study
10 a m
Morning Worship
11 a rn
Evening Worship
6 p ni
Wedneaday Worrihip
p
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00• m
Morning Service
10.45 a m
Evening Worship
6-00 p m
Wedne•day Worship
7-00 p m
HAZEL CHURCH OF CREDIT
Bible Study
9.00 a m
Morning Worship
9:50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
%11d-Week Worship
7-00 p m
RICIOEY GROVE CHURCH OF
Sunday Bible (lama
WOO •.m
Morning Won/hip
10-00• m
Sunday Night
6 00 p m
Wednesday Night
7 00 p m

maw

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHIURT
Sunday School
I 0 00 a m
Morning Worehip
10 50• m
7 (X) p
Evening Worship
i Sunday & Wedneadaysi
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning Wornhip
11.00• m
Evening Worxhip
6:00 p m
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9 5-0•m &6pm
Bible Classes
9• m
Wedneadav
7pm
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
9-00• m
Worehip
10-00 a.m. & 6:00 p m
Wed Bible Studv
7-00 p m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10-45 a 111
Evening Worahip
6 00 p m

9 30 a m
11)30 •.m
00 p rn

SECOND STREET
Morning Worahip
10 45• m
P;vening Worship
fl (X) p m
GLENDALR ROAD CHURCH OF CREW
Worship
fintn.9am &Opm
Bible Study
10:15 am.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION DROVE
M.11711 ne Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p rn
UNIVERSITY
Bible Chimes.
9.00 a m
Wornhip
IniMam & 5 00 p m.

C.OUTVI CAMPGROUND
Worihip Service
/4 50 a rri
Sund•y School
9 50 a m

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50
Evening Worehip
WOO p.m

DIECTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
II 00 a m

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Miming
9 00 a.m
Evening
8:00 p m
Wedneedav
7-00 p m

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worrihip
/145‘11iim
Sunday *brad
9 50 m

COM OF MS NOM
MUM
W

tH)01)SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service.
11 (X/• m

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday Sch,sil
10:00 rum
Morning Woralop
II 00 a m
lat 3rd Sun Night
6.00 p m
COLDWATER
Sunday School
10.00 • m
Worphip
II (91 a m

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sundrv Priesthood
10 00• m
Sunday School
11 10• ni
Sacrament Meeting
12 10 p m

GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
9 00 a ni
Sunday- School
10 00 m
HAZEL uNrrzo METHODIST
Sunday School
11 00• m
Morning Worship
9 45 m

BIRSCIIPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10 30 a m
Sunday School
9 NI m
niiroday
12 00 p m

9 11)• fel

11 00 a m

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
45 • ro
Sunday sclord
Morning Worship
1 ,; 4^, a f

-ramei.a

unonco

Sunday School
Preis h.na

4 On

r,

I 0 00

n.

NAZARIEZ

p

SADDLIt CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11 00• m
Wednesday Evening
6 30 ti nt

RETIIEL
Mornins Wrirehip
Sunday School
2nd 4th Sun Night

Worship
Stind•v School

p ri.

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10:00•rn
Sunday S‘h...1
10 15• m
Worship
11-00a m

R.S.V
2 Thess. 3.13

(10• m
11 00• m

WAYMEN CHAPEL ME CHURt'H
1 u 011 a rt
Sunday School
Morning Service
1 00 a m

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10 30 m
Wedneedaye
7 (X) p ni

Brethren, do not be weary in well-doing.

vranin

aufauti.i. CHAPEL UNI1111)

or'Arra FELIA)WIIHIP

It is just as important to let
people help you as it is to help
them. Aside fmm the fact that
we often need help from others,
there is another important reason for letting people help us; if
you've ever helped anyone, you
know the satisfaction that follows from coming to someone's
aid. If someone offers you their assistance and
you don't allow them to help you, you deprive
them of that very real human need to be needed.
It can also be a good lesson in humility to have to
ask for and receive help from others. Helping
people, like most things that have to do with
human relations, has two equally important
sides. We should be equally willing to offer our
assistance to others and allow them to help us.
Perhaps more to the point, we should offer help
cheerfully. and receive it gratefully The gorial
bond between people is clearly strengthened by
the reciprocal aid that we give to and receive
from one another.

9:30 cal
11 a.m

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m
Woreihipe
11 a.m & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORE
Morning Worship
11-00 a.m.
Wedneaday Evening
7-00 p.m
Sunday Evening
6:00 pm
IVESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sonde', Schno!
9 30 a rn
Worship
10 30 a.m & 6 p m
Wednesday
7pm
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10• m
Worship
11•rn &6pm
Wedneaday
7pm
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11•m &6pm
Werineaday
pm

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INITNKNATIONAL
Astorrhir I ..1•Iirstion Serene 7 p m
Wednesday Spiritual Tr•ining 7 p m
Wrd
Wor•lop• Allar M p ro

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Woryihip
11 00• m

CHRISTIAN t'014111UNTIT CHURt'H
Worithip Sunday
10 30 a m
Children's Sund•y School 11 00• m

KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning Worship
11-00• m

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship
11 00• m

LYNN GROVE
Sunday School
N (X/ m
Morning Worahip
9 30• m

MURRAY FAMILY CHUR.CH
Worahip
10-00•m
Wednearlay Home Groupa 6-00 p m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9 00 a in
Sunday School
10 30• m

MURRAY CHURCH
Sunriar School
•46• m
Morning Worship
1016• m
Evening Worahip
6.00 p m
Wodnerulay Worahip
6 30 p m

PENTOCOWFIL
BETHEL FELLA /VISHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10 00 a m
‘'hurch
1100am &600pm
W•Ams.el..
7 MI n

arnuct. APORTCHJ('
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worehip Service
11 Cal a m
Sunday Night
8.00 p m
Werinvaday Night
7.00 p m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10 00• rn
Worship
1100am &630pm
Irked Kyening Youth Service 7 110 p
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHUSCH
Sunday Schoci
10.(X)• m
Worahip
liam eitprn
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
041 • m
7 00 p m
Wedneadar WorehiP
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday Ekhool
1000mm
Worship
11•m i7pm
JENNY itux;E PENTICCOSTAL
Saturday Evening
600 p m
Worship
10 30ern &Opm
IVTURRAY FIRST UNITE')
PENTECINITAL CH1XCH
Standar', School & Worahip
10• ni
Evening Worship
8pm
Wednireiday
7 p 111
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship•Service
10 a in
Worship Sun 6 p m
Wed
p rn
TRINITY CHIRINTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 00 a fll
Worship
1050am &fipm
Wedneaday Worship
7pm
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worahip Serviir
00 7 10 p m

POOSIVTICIIIM
FI RAT PRESBYTERIAN
4 Xi ni
Sunday School
Worship
10 45 a m
LIBERTY Ctrmeraworn
Sunda', Sr hool
10(X) a m
Worship Merv',
II (10• m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday- School
10 00 m
Warlailp
11 041 n m
OAX GROVE CIJMSERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CH1LIU.31
Su nd a y School
10 00• m
Worship Service
II am &fipm
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00• rn
Worship
1100•in AB
p

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
pet tat 1btu-ft:R-1-o
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Church Bulletins
churches
Sal ious
have
released information concerning
their worship sersices for the
coming weekend as follows
Wesiside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M Ori, pasior, will speak
aboui "The True Joy of
Christmas & lair Every day"
with scripture from Luke 2 1444
ilt 111C 10 ill a In service The
chon will sing "Holy Is the
Lore and Jill and Adrian
Herndon will present special
music Assistina will Ise Jimmy
Felts and Mark Morgan. deacons
(il the week Sunday School will
ha
.40 d
and the Hanging
ot the Green and church-wide
Christmas dinner Will be at 6
p ni Shelly Harris is minister to
Preachool & Children and Scott
Douglas is minister io youth.
First Christian: Rev, Dr.
Ruth Ragovin. minister, will
speak ahout "My Soul Waits for
The Lord" with scripture from
Luke I 68-79 at the contemporary worship celebration at 9
a.m. and the traditional worship
celebration
1(1:45 a.m Mark
Dycus is choir director with
Donnie Hendrix. Judith Hill and
Julie Warner, accompanists. Thc
chancel choir will sing "Prepare
ihe Way,0 Zion." Assisting will
he Bob Bright. worship leader;
lkin Parket and Mike Ridley,
elders; Michael Arnett, Rob
Clause. Elizabeth Dawson.
LiIhan Gierhart. Fulton Mai dad
Kathy Perkins. diaconate.
Glendale Road Church of
ChHst: John Dale, minister. will
speak about "I Arn Joseph, your
brother" with scripture from
Genesis 45:1-5 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and about "The
Providence of God" with scnpture from Genesis 150:18-21 at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Also
assisting will be Todd Walker,
associate minister, Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens, youth tninister, and
Kenny Hoover, Tim Stark,
Vernon
Gantt,
Tommy
Canaway. Ted Howard. Walter
Lee Steely, Tony Kelly, Ryan
Kelly and Kenneth Cleaver A
short worship service will be at 5
a.m. and CharCh School at 10
a.m
First Presbyterian: Rev.
David Montgomery, co-pastor,
will speak about "This Advent"
and readings will he by Randy
Dunn. Gordon Young, Kala
Dunn, Joseph Martin and Larne
Mitchell at the 10:45 a rn. worship service. Todd Hill is choir
director with Kula Dunn as
pianist. Russ and Nancy
Clendenin and Virginia Parsons
will light the advent wreath.
Assisting will be Bonnie
McNeely, liturgist. and Jerry and
Ann Stanley and Ron and Bev

Reuter. ushers
Methodist: Re% Gene Burkeen,
Scotts Grove Rapala Bro
pastor. will speak allow "It Thai
John Denham, minister, will Isn't Lose" with scripture from
speak about "The Test of hand! i2 14-i
and John I IDiscipleship" with acripture 5 and 14 at the II d ni worship
from Jeremiah /2.5 at the II
service Deniae Schuttler is chou
a.m. service and about "A Heart director and song leader and
in Love With Jews" with scrip- Judy Lamb is pianist. Sunday
ture from Philippians / di the 6 School will he at 10 a ni
p m worship service Kevin
Martin's Chapel United
Crawford is music director with
Methodist: Res Gene Burkeen.
Mary Davis. Emma Dean pastor. will speak about
That
Clayton and Glenda Rowlett. Isn'i LOVC" With scripture from
musicians. 'The Praise and Isaiah 52:14-53:land John 1 /Worthip Team will lead the con- 5 and 14 at the 9 a.m. worship
gregation in special music. service. Musicians are Ricky
Sunday School with Jatnes Cunningham and Rev. Glenn
Rickman, director, will be at 10 Hill. Sunday School will be at
a.m. The Men's and Women's
I()130 a.m. Coffee Break and
Senior Sunday School classes Discussion Type Bible Study
will meet in the fellowahip hall will be Friday at 1() a.m.
for !heir Christmas Social on
First United Methodist:
Saturday at noon.
Rev. Richard Smith. pastor, will
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
welcome thc people for the presCunningham. pastor. will speak entation he "Christmas Cantata"
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. wor- at the traditional %airship service
ship services. Eddie Morris will at 11 a.m. service. Dr. Pam
give the children's sermon at the
Wurgler is pianist and worship
morning service. Henry Nance is leader and Joan Bowker is
music director with Oneida organist.
"A
Christmas
White, Sherry Fortner and Kathy Celebration of Praise" will be at
Garrison as accompanists. Al
the 8:45 a.m. Early Light
Nance will sing a solo at the Service. Assisting will be Kim
morning hour. Assisting will be
Black. lay leader, Don and
James Rose. deacon of the week. Bonnie Jones, Jennifer Riley.
Jimmy Kimbro, Brice Ratterree Jennifer Vam Waes. Gary Vacca.
and B.J. Koenecke. greeters. Susan
Blackford,
Alex
Gene Collins, Scott Downey. Bloodworth, Ginny Richerson,
Mickey Bogard and Allen
Kristen Schwartz, Stephen
Leslie. ushers. Sunday School
Keene, Faith Hooper. Jessica
will be at 9:30 a.m.
Swift. Doug Crafton, Josh Betts
Poplar Spring Baptist: Ed and the Praise Team. Alcolytes
Chapman will speak at the 8:45 will he Allie Winters and Preston
and II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship Ross with Amher Meadows as
services. The monthly business alcolyte parent.
meeting will follow the evening
Memorial Baptist: Dr.
service. Dee and Kathy Lipford Jerrell White. former minister,
will lead the worship service. will speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
Susan Reynolds, Hazel Jean a.m. worship services. Bro. Jeff
Brandon. Dee Lipford and C'wol Prater is music director with
Kelly will be accompanists.
Sunday School
be at 10 a.m.
First Baptist: Pastor Sam
Rainer will speak about "'The
Joy of Giving" with scnpture
Question: I work with a
from Philippians 4:10-23 at thc
8:30 and 10:55 a.m. worship man aho almost constantly
services. Lisa Ray and Margaret
spews forth
Wilkins are accompanists. The
vulgarity
sanctuary choir with Tab
from
his
Brockman as soloist will sing
mouth.
"Jesus, What a Wonderful
What
do
Child" and Amy Brown and
you think
David Eaton will sing "How
Jesus would
Many Kings" at the second servdo in this
ice. Also assisting will he Amber
situation?
Sugg giving the children's serAnswer:
mon and the Praise Team leadSituations
ing at the early service, Boyd
What Would like this
Smith, associate pastor of stuJesus Do? have a way
dents. Matt Mattingly and E.J.
of stirring
By Richard
Wood, deacons. and Dannie
rightYoungblood, the
Harrison and Ron Churchill,
eous indigMinister of
Bible Study will he at 9:45 a.m.
nation
of
University
and "A Christmas Celebration"
one
who
Church of
by the choir will be at 6 p.m.
Christ
seeks
be
Good Shepherd United
holy as the
Lord is holy (/ Peter 1:16).
However we may react, a
Christian must maintain . self
control and seek to live in peace
with all people (Romans 12:921). 'There were times v.•hen

Misty Williams and Kathy
Thweatt
as
accompanists
Special music will be by Tom
and Beata Baker Assisting will
be Ron James. Sunday School
report, Mark Cohoon. deacon of
the week, and Oatmws Farley.
yokefelkisa Sunday School will
he at 9 40 win "Hanging of the
Green" will he at 6 p.m service.
North
Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian:
Rev Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak "About "A Prayer for
Growing Chnatians" with scnpture from Philippians 1;3-11 at
the 1 I a.m. worship service.
Camme Cain will lead the
singing with Margaret Nell Boyd
as pianist. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
University
Church
of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about "Jesus
Answers a Question About
Divorce" with scripture from
Mark 10.1-12 at the 10 a.m.
worship service and Richard
Youngblood, minister. will speak
about ,"The Mission and Our
Jesus" with scnpture from Luke
4:12-21 at the 5 p.m. worship
service. Danny Claitsorne will be
worship leader. Also assisting
will be Shea Cope, Jim Feltner
and Carlos Youngblood.
Flint Baptist: Bro. Jim
Simmons, interim pastor, will
speak at he 10 a.m. and 6:45
p.m. worship services. Danin
Chapman will be song leader.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
with Bnan Whybark as superintendent and Austin Chapman as
song leader.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship service with Tom Villaflor as his
assistant. Marlene Beach will be

greeter and acolytes will be
Emily and Elizabeth Brunn
Kathy
West
will
direct
Children's Church The Advent
candle will be lighted by the
Brunn family Alison Chaney
will direct the choir with Pat
Brum Renee Doyle and Carla
Halkias as accompanist Sunday
School will he at 10. 15 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist.
Rev Jason w. Jones. pastor. will
speak from Luke 3:1-6 at the
9:30 %airship service when Holy
Communion will be observed
Bobby Rowland is liturgist, and
Janna Schroader will lead the
music with Lavonia Rowland as
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CHURCHES
Memorial Baptist will have
'Hanging of the Green'
Memorial Baptist Church at 906 Main St., Murray, invites foe
public to attend the special "Hanging Of The Green" worship serf,'
or•
ice on Sunday.
The service will begin at 6 p.m. and will include the decorati
of the sanctuary tree, scnpture reading and singing of traditio
Chnstmas carols.
Harmonica Soloist Don Robinson will provide special music ifs
well as worship minister Jeff Prater and other members.
"Please join the church for this special event to begin a months ,
long celebration of Chnst's birth," Prater said.
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Church win present play

•

MAYFIELD, Ky. — Calvary Cumberiand Presbytenan Churc4
98 Calvary Rd., Mayfield. will present the play, "Summer gio
Cncket County" on Saturday and Sunday at 7 p.m. each eveningz:
„:
This is a comical play with a biblical message on gossip.
year marks the seventh year that die congregation has perforrnecif
drama within this senes of the Cricket County Family.
For more information call Belinda Green at 1-270-376-2376
Darla Tucker at 1-270-376-2065

Vulgar Language?
Jesus was angry at the actions of
people like the Pharisees; but he
never allowed himself to react
improperly in his anger. and neither' should we (Mark 3:5-6;
EpOisians 4:26). By studying
theaway Jesus dealt with those
whose conduct angered him, wc
should be able to find guidance
for your situation.
For example, Jesus taught that
"out of the overflow of the heart
the mouth speaks" (Matthew
12..34-35). Therefore, any effort
to change outward behavior will
hot be very effective without
changing the heart. If you are
willing temporarily to tolerate
his vulganty while developing a
meaningful relationship with
this person. you might eventually be able to invite him to
church. a Bible study. group or
even a social gathering of
Christians. Through this kind of
loving and patient endeavor, you
may help this man come to faith
in the Lord who fully transforms

even the most sinful of lives. If
nothing else, he may find
enough respect for you and your
Christian life thai his conscience
will cause him to be more careful about his language around
you.
Sometimes Jesus also saw a
need to confront the behavior of
people as he did the Phansees
when they accused him of casting out demons by the power of
Beelzebub, the prince of
demons (Matthew 12.. 33-34).
Although he spoke very sternly,
saying, "You brood of vipers.
how can you who are evil say
anything good?" ;Matthew
12:34). Jesus never forced his
way upon the Pharisees. He
respected their freedom to
choose for themselves whether
to believe and live by his teachings or not.
Following this example, you
may find a way to kindly and
respectfully confront your fellow-worker about his vulganty.
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pianist Children's time will be
by Bngitte Ray and greeter will
be Happy Bynum.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist: Rev Jason W
Jones, pastor, will speak from
Luke 3 /-6 at the 11 M. wosship service
when
Hol))
Communion will be observe&
Assisting
will
be
Bob
Alexander, liturgist. Eddie
Ramsey. music leader, and Rifi
Culver, Janeen Burkeen, Eugent
Dick and Hansel Keith as
accompanists. Beth Morehead
and Marcia Crick will
greeters. Evening service will
at 6 p.m.

Hwy 641 South
Bel-Air Center
Murray

ita004"-'4%•
lami
'
gm Fe

• Anton Wingen Stag Horn Carting Set
• 1.mgal:target Basket
• Vintage Oak Rocker
• Hand Carved Monastery Chairs
• Oriental Rug
• Antique Punp Organ
• Steinbach Nutcracker The Duck Hunter
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753-0440

a
Sometime when hc is alone wid
you can speak without embar;
rassing him before others, ma
might say something like thaa
"John, I don't mean to be distia
spectful or try to tell you how
live your life, but I have a rot/
lem that I need some help witk
As a Christian I am not acculii
tomed to the kind of langu
you use. The people I usu
associate with do not speak I
you and 1 have chosen not to
that. This is a free country.
you have the right to say wlig
you want when you want
the way you want. However
find your vulgarities distracti
They keep me from being a
to keep focus on my work. I
respectfully asking only that vat
help me by refraining in
presence. What you choose
do elsewhere is your business
Finally, you may find that y
have no real ability to ch
this fellow-worker. When the
Pharisees refused to change,
Jesus told his disciples: "Leavethem; they are blind guid.es. If a
blind man leads a blind man.
both will fall into a pit"
(Matthew 15;14). Jesus placed
them in the hands of a just God
saying: "But I tell you that men
will have to give account on the
day of judgment for every careless word they have spoken. For
by your words you will be
acquitted, and by your words
you will be condemned"
(Matthew 12:36-37). If this is
the case, you may face the tough
decision to remove yourself
from this work position in order
to escape his verbal assaults.
Continue to conduct yourself
in a manner that exemplifies the
life and teachings of Jesus. You
should not appear self-righteous, but neither should yOu
laugh along with others at Kia
vulgarity. Above ail, pray for
God's wisdom to guide yoy
everyday.
[Send questions or corrunenis
to University Church of Chrigt:
801 N. 12th, Murray, KV 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web: www.nchristorg I
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Paducah Tilghman is
one of the winningest high
school football programs in the
state, however early this season
wins were hard to come by for
the Blue Tornado.
Paducah Tilghman, which
began playing football in 1904
and entered this season fourth in
state history with 704 victories,
found itself sitting at 3-6 following a late-season loss at McLean
— Randy Wyatt
County.
"I think after the McLean Paducah Tilghman head
County game we. as a team, football coach
on his
admitted to ourselves that we
quit," said coach Randy Wyatt, team's dramatic run in the
whose team has won five in a 1341Yoffs
row since then. "I asked our Paducah Tilghman
against secteam, 'Is this how we want to be ond-ranked
Somerset in 3A.
remembered?' They responded
The Blue Tornado, which
with 'No,' and from that point a knocked off
two-time defending
light came on."
champ Central in the semifinals,
The Blue Tornado has reeled is led by senior
running back
off seven straight wins heading Deray Edmonds
(1,678 yards,
into the Class 3A state title 15 TDs) and junior
quarterback
game, one of the top storylines Sam Cox (1,162
yards. 14 TDs).
in this year's state champiJunior quarterback Eric
onships that begin Friday at Manning (2,298
yards. 28 TDs)
Houchens/LT Smith Stadium in leads the Briar
Jumpers highBowling Green.
powered offense (36.6 ppg).
Though the location of the Somerset, which also has
the top
games has changed, the finals scoring defense (13.9
ppg) in
have moved from Louisville, the 3A, is back in a state
utle game
names have remained the same. for the first time since
1988.
Eleven of the 12 schools have
The Class A final pits a pair
at least one state finals appear- of 13-1 teams,
No. I Lexington
ance (John Hardin is the only Christian
against
No. 2
newcomer) and have combined Mayfield.
for 67 state titles led by the three
The Eagles. whose lone loss
schools with the most champi- was by one point to
4A
onships - Tnnity 19, Highlands Lexington Catholic, come
in
18 and St. Xavier I I.
averaging 46.3 points per game.
The finals kick off with Lexington Christian is
led by
arguably the best matchup of the Mr. Football candidate.
senior
weekend. between a pair of 14-0 running
back
Dominique
teams, as 4A No. I Boyle Hayden (2,562 rushing
yards. 48
County takes on third-ranked total TDs).
Lone Oak.
Meanwhile the Cardinals
The Rebels average 42.9 average 41.2 points, only allow
points per game and give up 12.5 points per opponent
and
only 7.2 - the best mark in all six have five shutouts,
including
classes. They are led by 4A's top three in their last four
games.
rusher, senior Rees MacShara
The Class 6A is another
(2.878 rushing yards, 47 total showdown between the
state's
touchdowns).
biggest rivals, as No. 1 St.
Meanwhile the Purple Flash, Xavier (13-1) takes on
No. 2
which averages 44.5 points and Tnnity (10-4).
allows just 13.5, counters with
The Tigers, whose lone loss
4A's top passer, Cameron this season was to Cincinnati
St.
Looper. The senior has complet- Xavier. are led by senior
quared 211 of 3_18 passes for 3.168 terback Brian Buehner (1,023
yards and 36 touchdowns yards. nine TDs in just
11
against only one interception.
games). St. X, who beat Trinity
Friday's second game fea- 32-7 during the regular
season
tures
two-time
defending but have been eliminated by the
champ, and top-ranked, Fort Shamrocks in three of the
last
Campbell (14-0) against No. 4 four seasons, are trying for
their
DeSales (11-3).
first state championship since
The Falcons come in leading 2004.
all six classes in scoring (49.9
The Shamrocks. who are tryppg). They are led by double- ing to tie Boyle County's
record
threat
senior
quarterback of five straight state titles
Antonio Andrews. who has (they've won two
in 6-A and
rushed for 1.442 yards and 28 two in 4-A), started
the season
touchdowns and passed for 1-3 and were 2-4
after that loss
1,589 yards and 27 morc scores. to St. X. but
have reeled oft
The Colts, whose three losses eight wins in
a row since then.
this season were to 6A schools They
are led by junior quarter(Central Hardin, Seneca and back
Brad Kragthorpe (152 ot
Fern Creek), are led by senior 211 for 2,029
yards and 15 TDs
running back Andrew Beeler in 12
games). the son of fired
(1.683 yards, 18 TDs).
University ot Louisville coach
Friday finishes with the 5A Steve
Kragthorpe.
final between top-ranked. and
two-time defending champ,
Highlands (14-0) against No. 2
KHSAA FOOTBALL
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Ttmes
B,J. Jenkins goes up for hls game-winning shot Thursday against Eastern
Kentucky, a shot that gave the Racers a
62-60 victory over the Colonels. in succession, Jenkins celebrates his shot,
sornething he practiced doing prior to tipoff in game that was seeri nationally on ESPNU.

JENKINS' GAME-WINNER SAVES DAY FOR
By MICNAE1 DANN
Sports Editor
Prior to Thursday. night's nationally televised showdown on ESPNU hetween
Murray State and Eastern Kentucky', B.J.
Jenkins was playing around with Donte
Poole during warm-ups, practicing gameWinning shots and how the junior transfer
from Liberty was going to react.
.' He simulated running around the coun.
He tried falling backwards. He even tried the

college custom of popping the collar.
Funny thing is, it's a good thing Jenkins
got his practice in early.
The 6-foot. 205-pound guard made a
miraculous jumper with 2.6 seconds remaining to will the Racers to a 62-60 victory in
front of 3,984 faithful fans at the Regional
Special Events Center.
It certainly was a made-for-TV moment
and Jenkins was all the more thrilled to be a
part of it.

MURRAY STATE

"I told (my guys) I was going to make it
before the play even started," he said. "It
was a great pass by Isaiah (Canaan), he put
it right in my. hands so I could get a quick
shot off. Tony Easley and Jeff McClain set
great picks, so it definitely just wasn't my
shot. it was a team effort. Coach drew up a
great play.. I was just happy to make it.Billy Kennedy didn't see any reason
either why Jenkins. despite being 2-of-8
See RACERS. 36

All good things must
MICHAEL DANN /
Ttrrcz.
Murray State's
Jasmyne
Thornton goes
up for two of
her
three
points against
E astern
Kentucky
Thursday
night. The loss
to the Lady
c.olonels
t@apped a 21pine
home
tilioning streak
01 the RSEC
rer the Racers.
`Z._ •

ennip tn an pnrI
Loss TO EKU SNAPS 21-GAME WINNING
STREAK FOR RACERS AT RSEC
By PAW Swab lateraeaboa
Murray State women's basketball team had its 21-game
home-winning streak come to an end with a 5854 loss to Eastern Kentucky in the Regional
Special Events Center Thursday. night. The
Racers are now 4-3 on the year and 0-1 in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
Senior Kayla Vance led MSU with a seasonhigh 10 points, while freshman Mariah Robinson
added nine and Jessica Holder contributed ei&ht.
58
If Senior Mallory Lucken was the rebounding
leader for the Racers. with nine.
"lam disappointed to lose the first conference
game, especially at home,- said head coach Rob
Cross. "Eistern Kentucky came in and played a
physical game. but I think we did a decent job
defensively."
The Racers had a slow start, as the Colonels
54
went on a 10-0 run to open the first half and held
•See MU,38
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SportsBriefs
• The Calloway County Touchdown Club Fish Fry will be held
Sunday, Dec 6 from 11 a.m to 2 p
al the CCHS cafeteria Tickets
can be purchased from any CCHS football player or by callIng
(270)
227-3255 or (270) 293-2479 Tickets will be avallable at the door on
Sunday, Dec 8 as wes The fish fry will be catered by Hoimes
Restaurant Items are being collected to raffle at the fish fry

Donate Arly unopened bag of dry pet fatid
to the Calloway County Anitnal Shelter
at Otis Taco john't, location before
December 24 and we'll treat you to

FREE SMALL
POTATO OLES
DON'T

FORGOT THAT TOUGH
TIMES IMPACT THEM TOO!

ACO 01410

MICHAEL OANN I eilwer & Time.
B,J. Jenkins celeoratee his game-winning shOt at
the COSClusion of Thursday night's tilt
with Eastern Kentucky In front of an ESPNU camera

•Racers
From Pape le
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hi, 1,...11111*

WIIII1C1, .411111111111.1
114111
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J
PAU went on a 15 4
to
11114) iii Pont by nine / 4141 with
&OA 101
Ilie 444:l111141 11,111 411111
thr Racers mounted emoth
Of chatge and cut ihr lead tit
*pre on
00411 111111 11.1140 Ile
Canaan at 2.05
Ile missed ilte her thiow lot
ifte iiirry pow! pl4y, hut
11111lir all inciedilde play
/19nd got lump ball that giivt• tht•
1)11
k
illy Rate's
()14 ttw ensuing inbound%
Say, C4114411 led it'llkIIIN 1111 61
*Id it:use nimpei 144 pull MSI
3() 57-56 with 2 111 It'll
: Allei aii EMI miss. the
.11taL s •1111/11 11111M1111 allt1 et.1
1)41W111 1110111.1%
Mt Clam
rty 1411 41 SP1
14.4441 at
.01 The Colonels dug in and
saw Siwthet Point st
in the
lane to put 14(11 had) in limit
S4)-91 at 24 i

#

With I I I •44.'4.41111144 le11, Mlle%
41141%I.
10111* %here 1111. IllIkk
Ntl% lipped III 1/ i 11011161% 1111
.11114111.1 RAVI lead at (41)
1 Kt s Joshua tones was hailed
'below
Its). started, hut only
made one lire thiow to tir the
paint. at hit
I lie RaL cis pushed the hall
down Me llotoi and when the hix11
went
hound.,
the
kiness had the hall undo then
basket volli 1 0 101 They tan a
play and got an open nimpet tor
Jenkins who thinned it lot a 62(40 MSI 1 lead with 2 h lett
Alla 11041117 .1711kIlle. herolca,
teal MVP
thr game
awaiting. to Kennedy went to
kit Clain
"Jell M.Clain to me is the
MS Pol the game," he said "lie
411,1 '40 1114111V 1111110 1411 Wit Oil ate
glass, thr tip ins Iklensively,
he nisi made a lot ol yet. Rd
1110 1411 4114 "
Kennedy's piatsr loi the
ita
1,1111W 1111 Mr heels ol
his will k oll the bench, whit It he
4. ante oil to stole 12 points and
with eight irhounds in 19 min
utes ol 1144441 time
Ion% Tasley led the Rate's
with 14 points 14) go with mile
whotinds, while Miles tossed in
1
!he Rate's toiked I.K1 1 into
2ti tiiinosets lot the game and

MURRAY St AL I SINTIICKY 60
KIIINTUCKY (114)
Taylor it IA 16 Nan 4 11 0.0 0
Junee 2.6 t 2 4, °peony /•11 0.0 le
Mommea 1.0 0 3 it CM/ 0 000 O. Lew.
3 4 0 0 6, C 11114 0.0 0.0 0 D•19411 0 0
0 I)1 lee 1 1 o 1 !Male 74 61 2 660
AWSPIAT ST WI)
'homes 3.10 1.2 7 AMA 1 4 0-3
testily 6 11 2 4 14 Wee 5 12 1-1 13
Jenkins IV 0-0 I Now! 00 0-0 0
Canaiirt 2 / 0 1 6, NMI, 1.3 0-1 7
McCliun 4 4 4.11 17 Mew 0-0 0-0 0
long 00 0-0 0 Neu 26408.17U
Halftime 4 Kenlucky 33 30 3•Point
(10A14 E Kentucky 10-23 (Oppong 4.4
levee 2 7 Taylor 7 9, CI RIM 1 1 Jonas 1
Oartiel 0-2, Perrin 0.7), Murray 81 4 In
Wee& 7 5 .18:1141041 11. Canaan 1 3
Poole U 1 !IMMO* 04) Pouted Oul
Nona Htteounels
Kanlucht/ 74 (Porno
kAtorey
37 iteeley 11) Amu% - f
Konlutey
(Perrtn 4) Murray IM 1.1
1Cineen Jenkins Thomae 3) Total
Potter t Kentucky
Munay
10
A 3 964 1 N J Tic
won the battle (il the hoards, 17
24
However, the most important
work done by the Racels on
tle1C11110
was
holding
the
Irague's thstd-lrading %Lore!
Justin Stommes, in check with
lust lout points
It was a statistn. al gaine's
end that even Kennedy was
shis,krd at
"I am sutprised," he said
"Wr did lt good ioh, I think we
wore hint out a 111001mi they'le
good tram laylor, ()plump
and I Ills Int smile 'hire% ithil
wit%c thew the oppoituniIN lo
win it
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The only gift under thp tree that can

,

REAL MEN WEAR CHAPS.
GET STIHL PROTECTED

.•
Got Gonrod Upl

Are you readyfor a 577/110.?
Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street Murray
270-753-2571
murrayhorneandautomet
`, $

Holiday gift ideas start HI

,

STIHLdealers.com
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The Perfect Super Bowl Kentucky closing
UNBEATEN COLTS, SAINTS COULD BE 16-0 COME FEBRUARY

By BARRY WILMER
opponent arid duit's it, and that's
AP Foomaii Wnter
a testament to Sean and his
As die barriers toward a per- approach." linebacker Scott
fect regular season keep getting Fujita said. "He's had a good
shunted aside by the Saints and approach each year. tout this year
Colts, another question starts to I'd say even better than years
loom. Can New Orleans and Pag.Indfianapolis not only sweep
Ya think?
their regular-season schedules.
While die Colts have been
but get to the Super Bowl as tested more often than New
well?
Orleans, arid needed a stunning
A pair of undefeated teams in comeback to beat a New
Miami? As if die big game needs England squad the Saints routed.
any more hype.
they might actually be th,
The [(nee-jerk reaction would stronger bet for 16-0. Why'?
be to say: No Way! Since the
Indy has been this route
Super Bowl made its debut in before. been thmugh all kinds of
1967 — under the name AFL- pressure situations, and won a
NFL World Championship Super Bowl after the 2006 seaGame — only two teams have son. The Colts. who also have
reached it with unblemished solid playmakers on defense to
records. And that happened 35 go with Peyton Manning and his
years apart, from the 1972 arsenal. are on the verge of tying
Dolphins to the 2007 Patriots.
the consecutive regular-season
But a look at the upcoming victories record of 21 set by New
schedules shows few roadblocks England early last season. So the
for either club. The Saints are at hype that will accompany a
Washington this week,then go to countdown to 16-0 and beyond
Atlanta. host Dallas before fin- will be familiar to diem, while it
ishing with weaklings Tampa could faze the Saints, whose
Bay and Carolina. Indy gets the only conference championship
turnaround
maestros from appearance was in that same
Tennessee on Sunday, then 2006 season, a loss at Chicago.
Denver and Jacksonville before
But New Orleans might get
Mist should be a smooth finish pushed to the limit by Minnesot
a
agidnst the Jets and Bills.
for home-field advantage in the
. There is plenty more evi- NFC, meaning no breaks for the
; denee
tooth teams are capable of Saints. The Vikings are 10-1 and
• emulating the 16-0 Patriots of the loss was out ofconference to
two years ago.
Pittsburgh.
New Orleans has been
As for the Colts and Saints
unstoppable on offense, heading getting to the Super Bowl withtoward an NFL record for points. out a defeat, maybe that's not
In its toughest games. such as a such a great idea.
huge comeback win in Miami, it
Rodney Harrison, the star
has displayed the kind of resolve safety for die Patriots who won
found in champions.
two tides and now is a commenThe Saints have a nice mix of tator for NBC. wonders about
youth and experience. can run the value of perfection if it doesthe ball as well as anybody, have n't end up, well, perfectly.
playmakers on defense, and mas"You know that 16-0 looks
terful leadership on both sides of great on your resume." he said,
the ball with Drew Brees and "but it's not the ultimate goal.
It
Darren Sharper. Not to mention can't be the ultimate goal; win. tile.superb coaching of Sean ning the Super Bowl has to be.
Payton and his defensive coordi- So if you can rest those key guys
-natter, Gregg Williams.
while still keeping the rust off.
dorie such a good job that is the best and smartest thing
' of just having tunnel vision. We for a team to do.
keep our eye on the upcoming
"You don't prove anything

in on 2,000 wins

.•••=imi

WILDCATS
WILL HOST
UNC
SATt1RDAV

Not that Kentucky freslutan
star John Wall is counting.
"Whoever gets there ftt,
gets there first," Wall said." ut
everything is going to tell at ;the
end. whoever wins die chanfpionship."
Ftorgive Wall for lackini a
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) -- sense of place. He's beet! d
Kentucky has long trumpeted Wildcat for all of seven --; or
itself as the program with "the 00)3 percent — of Kentucky's
greatest tnidition in college bas- all-time victories. While Wall
ketball." Now the Wildcats are might not understand the significlosing in on another piece of. cance tof the number, he's very
history: the first pmgram with conscious tof the legacy he's hoping to create during what could
2,000 victones.
The fifth-ranked Wildcats are toe a brief stay on campus. .
Though he knows hitting the
five wins shy in their 107di season heading into Saturday's milestone before the Tar Heels
game against No. 10 North will he something remembered
Carolina, which ranks second in by Big Blue faithful long after
his career is over, so would Winvictories with 1,991.
"It's a big deal for the ning an NCAA chiunpionship.
"That's what our team is
Commonwealth," said coach
John Calipari of reaching the !cooking fon,vard to doing," Wall
plateau first. However. Calipan said. "We're looking forward to
is more focused with getting his keep adding banners to that
young team ready for what is wall."
Cracking the barrier first
also important to Wildcats fans
won't be easy, even if the
— chiunpionships.
'The reality of it is we're Wildcats find a way to end a
playing for March," Calipari five-game losing streak to the
said. "That's how I've always Tar Heels.
Saturday's game marks 'the
coached. We're playing for
beginning of the first truly diffiMarch."
Kentucky(7-0)has 1.995 vic- cult stretch of the season :for
tories, the first coming whet: the Kentucky. Matchips avainst
school known as State College 14 Connecticut and Traditional
beat the Lexington YMCA 11-10 rival Indiana loom in the next 10
on Feb. 18, 1903. The school's days.
Though Calipari is off to:the
spot atop the totem pole is a
source of pride throughout best start by a Kentucky coach in
Kentucky and the program's his inaugural season since ,the
march to become the first with Wildcats went 10-0 ilkr
AP Photos 2,000
wins has seemed as much Adolph Rupp in 1931, he hatn't
Drew Brees (top) and Peyton Manning both have
undefeated teams in their respective divisions of the NFC end of a foregone conclusion as the exactly been impressed with!his
band playing "My Old Kentucky roster full of highly touted frishAFC and ace on course to meet up.in a Super Bowl
that Home" at the end of each game. men.
could pit two undefeated teams.
"I told them 'Let's not :get
But the Tar Heels (7-1) have
with 16-0 because you have to comparisons with the unbeaten rapidly closed the gap during a arrogant or stretched Aut.
three-season stretch that ranks because we aren't very good
validate that with a Super Bowl. '72 Dolphins, the historic
natine
among the most successful in right now."' Calipari said. "We
We didn't finish it off and they of their record, and more
quesdon't want that to be the story."
tions about perfection than about their history. After winning 30 have to really settle in and get
games in three straight seasons better."
The 2007 Patriots seemed a their opponent.
Calipari has told his teen? to
bit spent down the stretch and
Unless both the Saints and for the first time -- not to mencertainly in the playoffs, but Colts get to Land Sharlc Stadium tion last year's national champi- practice like it's 4-3 instead of 7onship — North Carolina has 0 because he figures his team
their talent level and execution with 18-0 marks, the team
that
reduced the gap from 43 victo- was only a handful of ,plays
was so strong that they won the does make it there undefeate
d
ries entering the 2006-07 season away from losing - to Miami
AFC. In the Super Bowl in if one does — would be in a
sim- to
just four heading into (Ohio). Sam Houston State and
Arizona, they were inundated by ilar situation.
Stanford.
Saturday.
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UM Column Inch, 60';. Discount 2nd Run,
40'; Discount 3rd Run.
Ali :Us A1110 RUll Within r, Day Period
S3.35 per column inch extra for Monday iShopping

•steept
Monate Cm Sale
aktenCycles & ATV
Auto •ent

I

Sport Utilly newer
Wee Care
eons
due Trucks
campers
soma mem.

58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.I2 per word per day.
- 115 extra fur Smart Saver(Mon
gu into Smart Saver

Semite* Canted
me Ctnuenn
toe.. & Supplant

i‘.-isa

Fn. 11 up.
Fri 11 up.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916
ask for Jill Stephens or Aelitley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours:
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 733-1927
1
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MCCLARD'S Towing
Murray, KY will sell on
12-18-09, to the highest bidder, the following vehicles aban-

what our team is
ward to doing," Wall

looking forward to
ng banners to that
g the barrier first
easy, even if the
ind a way to end a
losing streak to pe

Management Group I I
4-1, 4-

Prepares daily cash flow worksheets, logs
daily bank transactions and distnbutes to
managemenVcorporate
Posts accounts receivable and miscellaneous cash receipts transactions Maintain all
accounts payable files and records
Process and post invoices, employee
expense reports. and internal check requests
tOr multiple locations
Prepares and posts journal entries
Posts canceller: checks for items that have
cleared the bank
Prepares monrrity reconciliations for inclusion in the reconciliation binder.
Performs account analysis or detailed
review for identified accounts with supporting
documentation
Documents financial transactions oy entering account information; Summanzes current
financial status by collecting information.
preparing balance sheet, profit and loss statement. and other reports.
Reconciles financial discrepancies by collecting and analyzing account infomiation.
Complies with federal. state, and local legal
requirements by studying regoirements.
enforcing adherence to requirements;
filln9
reports, advising management on needed

1G6EL1181HU607720

I GET THIS 1X1
IAD irOK ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
[CALL 753..1916i
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NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Led9er
Times wilt be responsible for only one
Incorrect Insertion.
Any error should be
reported Immodlatt•ty so corrections can
be rnecke.

has told his teara to
e it's 4-3 instead of 7he figures his team
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n losing to Miami
m Houston State and
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Controller

1G1AL69H2EH134419
. 8 1987 Cadillac

y's game marks the
3f the first truly diffiof the season :for

BAGS

C.A. IONES

doned on their lot:
1997
Ford
1FALP4045VF181366,
19134
Chevrolet

actions
Other duties may be asstgned
Requirements.
Bachelors degree (El A.) from four-year college or university; two to three years related
ex.panence and/or training. or equivalent combination of education and experience
Accounting Degree required CPA preferred.
Please submit. your resume to
careers* chuckiones net

CI 0

ASPLUNDH Tree Co
is seekirg Foreman
with CDL Also climber
trimmer bucket operators 859-314-8113

I Morilhi star
.1 A

'or existing business in
Benton. Please cell
.(270)252-0979 for ar
•:•intisrview.

.

.:::rnulti-doctor
clinics
livanted. We are looking for highly motivated

tol.

*Directs the overall activities of the manutacturing facility to ensure customer orders are
received. scheduled. end produced at the lowest possible cost to meet the customer's
requirements while maintaining established
safety and quality standards.

•.'oenent, medical billing
coding, as well as
..
.;•;ait aspects of clinic
,-.1nanagement. Huge
- •orovith opportunity with
...•an existing company
::•'Starting a new division

When
help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at

r

morraykdgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
Hcovever, as a national
website, not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tliarl Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
irib listings Thank sou

5806

l

iiAnalyzes plant operations and key metncs to
ensure that the facility maintains high quality.
and safety standards to continue to maintain
our leadership posthon in the industry
•flesponsible for expense managemert and
control, including shrink, labor and overhead
costs white. iaiii7ing 17,:IntrrIty
:
...,4 i mp,cverro,!

(CI) techniques to accomplish plant goals
under the Menaqement Operating System

(MOS)

Interested applicants may apply online at:
www.deenfooda.com
Morningstar Foods offers an excellent benefits
package wrth a competitive salary Morningstar

Foods is an Affirmative ActiorvEqual
Opportunity Employer
WF/DN

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

759.3556
Went to Buy
ANTIOUES. Call Larry
BUYING old U S Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999

CASH paid for
guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
good. used

WANT to buy. Largo
wood burning stove Or
wood burning furnace,
must be large. Call
435-4148 or 293-6966
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS,

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its

uses Ouickbooks as
our software. We otter
flexible hours and have
seasonal busy times
Pay is based on experience and use of
quickbooks Apply at
Rolling Hills Nursery or
call 293-5519 day.

The Place to.Start..
Affray tedget
(270)753-1916

.4...- o,Aie
4-

BLUE & Gold Macaw,
7-year-oid. hand-fed
wlarge cage,
asking-51.500 EZ-qo
electric golf cart 6-new
batteries.
asking -52.500
(270)227-8701

LinGuiF.:R&TimEs

Open 7 days
a week

LIFT chair like-new
good color $375 00
753-4078 293-0158
VACUUM clearers,
late model. Rainbow.
Kirby & Electrolu x
Bags. belts 8 hoses
Jerry Sporting Goods.
Mayfield
WE Cane Chairs
Sherrwells Antiques
492-8308

Appliances
ALMOND
electric
angel', good condition,
clean $175. 759-1987.
226-3470.

11`, E South 121h St

(770)753-1713

OR 2br apis near
downtown
Murray
Lease ard oeposit
required. 753-4109

2BR duplex, C/H/A,
various locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR Duplex. C/H/A. all
appliances, newly
remodeled.
(270)753-0259
2BR duplex, w/appliances & carport, no
pets. Call 227-7414
2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished
C/H/A Coieman RE
753-9898
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

te0

SALE' Twin mattress
sets, starting $149 95,
•full sets $199.95, all
fumiture on sake
Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd 753-1502

ligrrn Equ*ment
2005 New Holland 33A
Tractor, front end
loader. box blade, taw h
hog, finish mower,
HST 0.n!y 148 hours.
one owner. excellent
condition
$13.500
753-4895

MOTORCYCLE
helmets. Jackets. boots
& saddlebags. Jerry's
Sporting Goods,
Mayfield.
I CO

Rreerood

293-2487 Firewood

12 x 65 2BR 1 bath
nice house $4500
includes move and set
up 270-994 1595

3BR 2BA newly
remodeled Could be
furnished
(270;293 3183

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diugual Drive
Murray. KY 42071
One and Twii
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-M5e
TDDI•11041-545-11113
Ext. 283
gturioly

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill.
water,
trash, and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer Orley
$550;mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment,
(270)492-8211

LARGE 2BR, 2 full
baths, all appliances
C/H/A, lawn service
227-5173
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus C/H/A, W&D
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4696.
293-4600
NEAR MSU, 2BR,
IBA, CHA. all appliances, $450, no pets.
rel
+deposit. 753-1059
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A.
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for S440 +
deposit
(270)978-0913

Date:
Tuesday,
December
22
Deadline.
Friday,
December
18 at 5PM

From:
The staff of the
Mun-ay Ledger
& Times

1BR IBA apt w d
5350
2BR townhouse ved
$455
Please call Hamlet
North Apartments
753-7559
1BR, price reduced,
venous locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.

Publish

Wishing only the best
for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

Arbeles
for Sale

Mob& Homes For Sale
BACKPACK- Female
REI fardqeline. never
used. Great Christmas
gift for sportswoman
New 5200, will sell tor
$135. Call
(270)227-0521

,r

.150

753-3633

(270)339-4092

sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur Readers using
this information do so
at their owr risk
Although persons and
companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
Accept any responsibility whatsoever foi
their activities

..,.

Collage & VVhimsical Decor,
Floral & Chrisiri-m• awns
• Cool Cottage furniture
...p
.. coming in January.

OAK Bedroom set with
full bed. 753-3632

AMPS 8 PEDALS.

FT,PT office managertookkeeper
that

"IT'S SO REAL"
Formerly at Hazel is now located at
Trends N Treasures 641 S

Home Furnishings

MDM COMPUTERS

Call Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
at 753-1916 to place your Christmas
Greeting Ad today.

•
•
•
•
•

e

of supervisory experience.
*A minimum of 5 years hands on plant expenence in the dairy plant or food industry opera-

YOUR CREWING WILL
INCLUDE FULL COLOR?

(Old Llnde lers Buildin I

AMANA gas stove.
almond,
excellent.
$150. 767-0287.
BLACK Frigidaire sidelle A Meters
d by-side refrigerator,
25 9 cu •ft ice & water
AGNES'S
Cleaning
in door. $400.
Service Residential
436-5508 293-5508
Business
Experienced,
referLARGE
ences available Call
SEL-ECTION:
for estimate Insured
USED APPLIANCES
Bonded 556-4287
WARD-ELKINS "

NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED? 270-293-

Primary dirties will include (but are not limited

Individuals with more
pan 2 years aspen:::::fince in clinic manage-

DISCLAIMER

adhering to policies
and procedures
Meets set:Pen IOU S8
operational standards
by contributing warehouse information to
•oategic plans and
reviews: implementing
production. productivity, quality, and customer-service standards: resolving problems: identifying warehouse system
improvements. The
successful candidate
will have three to five
years of supervisory
experience and poor
work expenence in a
team-oriented environment is required. A
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or
GED equivalent is also
required_ Please notify us or your interest
by mailing us at
resume.pulmodose0r
otech.com or yoir can
stop into our laciiity to
complete an application, M-F 8arr-5prri. at
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray, KY 42071. We
are an Equal
Opportunity Employer

7

Trends St Treasures Mall

lob contnbutions,

ARE
YOU

Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends
a Merry Christmas without buying the cards,
writing the notes, licking the envelopes, and
getting the stamps.

Iksigner Inspired .
llandhag• de Jewelry -• •
Booth A166
•
*New items added weekly.*

include. isecomplishing
warehouse human
resource objectives by
selecting. orienting,
training, assigning
scheduling, coaching,
counseling, and disci.
plining employees.
communicating job
expectations. planning,
monitoring. appraising

HOLIDAYS
NEAR? DO

Say Merry Christmas in one easy step

Ire

"AFFORDABLE"
$26 & tinder
".

Warehouse
Supervisor Duties

tions

r

confidentiaity. Mail
your resume to Attn
Human
Resources.
P.0 Box 548. Pans.
' Tennessee, 38242

PULMO Dose is now
hiring for a

This applicant should

possess
•Elacheloes degree and a minimum of 2 years

Office
f. 2frofessionai...;*xperienced medical
professional of

All applications han-

Co-raee

Morningstar Foods. a sutssithary of the nation s
leading dairy rr.enufacturer Dean Foods, currently has an opening for a Productior
Manager ir. their Murray, Kentucky facility The
facility, a dairy producer. manufactures a .anety of extended shelf life products for retailers
and food service The position provides leadership in support of overall plant production operations to support key plant objectives and Performance measurements

DEDICATED
selfmotivated
expen•
tweed 1.censed massage Therapist nailtechs & tattoo artists

•-

Nom

•
•
•
BLING •

•
•
•
•
•

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753 7668

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD S1-800-648-6056

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

All size, to
nt your needs
Located by
Froggy radio nation
7 9.9
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 mlles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newiy
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D.
refrigerator,
stove.
Very
quiet All utilities paid
inciuding
electric
S600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

119 E Main
i270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

14% iiii34A1,1101.1 ION

ON BEA

Ill

geess For Rant

_-18111111

(270)210-1488
38R, 1 -1/2-bath, newly
renovated,
1517
Glendele, $750/mo
no pets. Call
4:00p.m

Units •Climate Cont 11
24/7 SUr14111181,00 • Electricity :
St
:Matson

after

135

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109

* mut *
HOLLINDAY '
*
*;

2BR bnck. appliances
furnished No pets
753-0728, 994-3308
2BR. 1BA. CHA,
Apple. W/D hook-up,
quiet country, no pets

Call atter 5. 227-4113
2BR, stove 8 refrigera

for rent in Hazel, KY,
must have references
$450 month •$450
secunty
(270)978-7441

'

* LEDGER&
Home Delivery
1
3 me.--.- $30.00

111ES**1
Local Mail
( .111(nra, •

......$35.00
$6.1.00
5110.80

3 MAI. ........

I yr. ......-.....$105.00 6 mo.
yr.

I
I

Rest of KY/TN

LARGE 2BR/1BA
city, nist remodeled,

All Other Min
Subscriptions
3 me$75.00
PIM 3 mu.
6 ino.-..--.$911.16 6 mo.
S96.00
1 yr..---..2120.00 II yr. ......-...-.SI45.00

new heating & A/C.
W/D hook-up. stove.

Check

fridge. big yard. no
pets. rent $450 plus
utilities. annual lease
Tel. 270-767-1176.

(Poneva A Auchanan •

Money. Order

Viea

M/C

1
1

Nami•
St Address
Cit!.

SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
from city limits Deposit
& Lease No pets

$395

I

Al

tor, day, w/d hook-up
C/H/A $550/mo. 1 yr
leas& 1 month deposit

No pits. 753-2259.
270-527-8174.
HOUSE with garage

Give a gift subscription to the

I

State

Zip

1
1
1

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with pitreent to

753-6156

Murray Ledger & Timex

P.O. Box 1040

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
530.00 3 months- carrier delivery 753-1916

•

Murray, KY 42071
Or call 1270) 753-1916

1
1
1
1
1
1
▪ r• a

CLASSIFIEDS

6B • Friday, Ret•rnitver 4. 2009

HOUSE FOR SALE

"IgN00077!__]

AIM

New 1 800 square toot home in great location
off 641 Nortn wrth easy access to Murray and
Benton 3 bedrooms. 2-1.'2 baths, 2 car garage.
city water iacuzzi tub. appltances paved dnve
.Central
Pnced to sell S139.500

14. 15. 113 ince
Starting at S2()
mounter,

‘1 \

, JAI RENTALS
MIsl.sTORAGE
, .729 S. ITH ST.
Cermet 121 s 11.14wdek.
10i11125 1•115 10
'• 1279)436-2324
• 12791293-4M
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside chrhate control
storage
•Security alarmed
"*Safe Si clean
•We sell boxes,
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Mune. ledger 6 limes am/
Ilouetna aot %Mug,
atherlea5.1 eorrem
1..al-lot I, the Federal Fair
6,r
mai., it
kr,crti.a. d91 Fertel
artorl,
J.,nmina
based n rake [040f rel.
oor,

handicap
r natumal

sta,

Inte,
5.,n 5,
an, wch prefer,
en,es [enitafion.
d15.71,71111.1

make

son

rprbod di•cnminatwr
.alt• Total or advertising

.r.
or rl'al

ha..‘1, factor,in

addqion

th,e.
unde• federal la.

01 Taurus. 82k.
$3.1 00 293-7675

.111 knoningl accrp, any
sthe,./.1m4for real e‘tate which
1. not in ‘i6ahon of the

Us Al

are

2000 Daewoo, 77.000
miles. 4-cyl. automatic.
$2.400.00
Phone
(270)435-4317

On ATI equal oar,
hr-e,
for further a,,ictark
,Woe Fill

I S4,1010,
ACA Fiegistered Tiny
Yorlue
girl
home
raised vet checked.
• health
guaranteed
$600 436-5508
293-5508
.
.BUYER Fell Through,
1 Poopom puppy
753-2251
CKC
Miniature
Prrischer
puppies
Black 8 tan $150
Ready 12/20/09
270-578-0180
00G Obedience
(270)436-2858
FULL BLOODED labs
575 female. 850 male
436-5517
.P.UPPIES. Corgi/Jack
Russell. 6-wks tan &
white. wormed b&-.75
227-8627
Yard Sib

BACKYARD
PATIO
YARD SALE
1301 A PEGGY
ANN DRIVE
BEHIND DWAIN
TAYLOR
FRI & SAT
8:00-3:00
Lots of stuff
for all ages
(adult & kids)

HOLIDAY
OPEN HOUSE
DEB'S PLACE

riou•,nf
ment,
Rem r

[

'

11,000-SO.FT. home in
country. 6BR, 6BA
indoor pool, gymnasium, i26 tali ceiling),
5acras lake lots of outside decks. 5 acres up
to 90acres 559-2032.
2007 Calumet Way
4BR 3 5BA, see it
online at
2007calumetway.com
767-0106
2BR,
2BA
2-car
garage. bnck. excellent
condition & neighbor,
hood. 1402 Cardnial
Dr , Murray. Reduced
8120.000 obo.
978-1(344
3BR. 1BA investment
rental
house 713
Sycamore.
Murray.
$550 grosE monthiy
rent. $60.000 obo.

Door pnzes.
refreshments
discounts at
Booth LM

1977 Dodge class C
motor
home. runs
great. 270-978-3022.

LAWN SIRVIt _
erns's,
lands'aping &
est V.e.uuming
•
753-1816 227-0611
0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water 8 Termee
Damage
*Decks
*Horne, Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
., YOUR' AD

cout.e et
-111ENE SON
. ONLY 1,75.0o
C

A MONTH
I 7.
'1 1Q1b

978- 1644

ENERGY saving new
home. 2,244 sq ft
under roof. 343R. 2SA
icath ceilingsl 2 car
garage. concrete drive,
patio 8 front porch, no
city taxes, $8.000
rebate, first time buyers. 210-3781.
559-2032
NEW 2,100sq ft 2BR
2BA 2 car garage,
county gas/water near
Murray. hilltop acre
$144.000
270-519-8570

New 3.4
Mama WSW ha
ithorlishi Woks.
aG
r=
r
orty

203:1172

DEXTER. KY
SATURDAY

RENOVATED
4BR.
1BA home near hospital. Beautiful hardwoocvtiie floors, sun room, basement. appliances, new C/1-1/A,
2,200 sq ft. 88,000 first
time
home
buyer
rebate. 270-761,1317

FURNITURE SALE
SATURDAY
AdiF WAREHOUSING STORAGE
BUILDING #12, NORTH 4TH ST.
SATURDAY 8-10AM
Couch. claw foot coffee table. ball wagon
wheel twin bed & mattress, refrigerator,
old trunk, Spider Man & Barbie bikes, little
tykes vanity, 2 school desks, twin mattress
& bed, shelves If rain will Saturday 12th
270-415-4390 or 270 22' 3244

pressure washed

11•I

& stained

Need lielp
Prontoting your
Business?

Call us we
will be glad
to help.
Murray Leers
& Times
270-753-1916

swaaa au
Local Homo Bari"
Cab Rept
No Cost TEt You
No Equity OK
7ALItt-MtiE-Colad
(270)7111410141S

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 noun saavics
Res , Com , & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
270-978-5655
270-759-9295
Deer Accident etc
Call Boggess Body
Shop
Where your insurance
agents go. Since 1970
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling stc.
Insured. Emergency
pqn.i118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE HaulIng Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk 8 tree work.
(1,1,4111 1.1.11

titti•
\1,1•1,1,•
t tot St. Rt 1210.

753-8087

ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION repair
& maintenance on
doors & operators
Residential commer
cial Locally owned 8
operated
293-2357
435-4049
WIr St KENTUCKY
t AWNCCISPE S

Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Cher 25 years CO
Don Murray area

v70)'127 /1414

stit-esio

David's Home
Improvement
LI(
ee-,5.5eari 5 [-'5.0
,
,
1.
Do Immo/ince
sa

-

wiewCw4 Amy.,

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

THE Murray Ledger'8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur,
Readers using this
informatior, do so at
tbeir own nsk Archougri
persons and companies montane° herein
are betieved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger 8 Times. Act
any of is
accept any resi..
ity whataoevei 1°, tnet,
actucties

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger &
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Check us out
on the Web!

Horoscope

2/0403 2016
,
•

-1

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
DRYWALL repair &
painting
Free estimates. 270-873-9916.
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

YAMAHA Blaster 4.
wheeler. runs good
$600 436-5506
29)1 5508

TIN0
111111 PSI
$75.01 A

127-01227-9212

r

hiauff
trrcdh
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'
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• Publi

bers of
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Dee. 5, 2009:
This year. you break past former restrictions. knowing when enough
is enough. Realiz,e that at this point, you might want
to establish a
new type of attitude and open yourself up to many
opportunities.
Often you will be intrigued by. foreigners and want to get to know
their style better. If you are single, you make friends with
ease. The
unusual or different person will catch your eye. If you
arc attached.
take a seminar together or plan that special vacation. Make
friendship an even more important part of your relationship. LEO
often
expresses very different views.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
****
era hi!! ef fen ene energy, and a child ie, very: drawn to
this playfulness. You will wonder which way to go or what is best for
you. Your understanding grows to a new level. When you just relax,
you connect on a deeper level Tonight: Put on your dancing shoes
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might want to stay close to home in the attemoon
Start
decorating and getting into the holiday season. How you handle a
matter and what you do could change radically once you hear news.
Even after you absorb new information, hold back for a while.
Tonight: Put on a favonte piece of music.

GEMINI(May 21-Jurt• 20)
***** Keep the give-and-take

between you and others. Though
someone might really want you to him- or herself you might not be
inclined to do just that Juggling your desires with this person's needs
could be interesting. You could do this successfully. Tonight: Hang
out.
CANCER (June 21July 22)
*** Get into shoppieg and clear out as much as you can. In fact.
once you get into the spirit of the holiday, you are all smiles. Stop and
meet a friend for some eggnog or dinner. Tonight: Your treat!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You are on cruise xntrol and feeling as if it could be difficult to stop you. A heavy conversation could cause you a hassle.
Listen to what is being shared by a child or loved one. Take it to heart
Tonight: What you want.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Listen if you want to understand a lot more of what is going on
You'll see a situation in a far different light. Remain sensitive to
a
roommate or someone you care deeply about. Tonight. Vanish and
know that you don't need to explain.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Remember what you like most about each person
as you
choose his or her holiday gift. If you reflect some of the sunshine that
exists betweer the two of you, you cannot go wrong. Tonight. Get into
sorne local festivities, or at least put on some Christmas music.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
*** Others continue to look to you to take the lead. Understand
what is happening with a boss or relative you look up to -- this person might be more pressured by what is occurring than you realize.
Tonight: A must appearance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Take off for a day at the flea market or shop for a tree. Enjoy
the change and worry less about this or that. You'll recharge your batteries and feel nothing less than terrific. Tonight: Let your spirit soar.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Relate to a loved one as

if there is no tomorrow. You couid
be surprised by a newfound closeness. which could be an enormous
relief to both of you. What a wonderful way to enter the holidays.
Tonight You dOn't neod to explain anything!
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fob. 19)
***** Can you postpone the moment? No: nor should you.
Celebrate living and life without a doubt that you are doing the right
thing. A friendship could evolve to a new level if you just hang out.
Tonight: Say "yes" to living.
days Though you could be
wom out by what is happening, decide to accomplish only what is
necessary. Start working on holiday cards or choosing your e-mail
seiections Tonight Living it up.

ALLIANCE
. TREE & LAWN

*Licensed & .•
Insured

Ch°
rnem
mu:
sliib
c

by Jacqueline Blur

ALL carpentry construction. Remodeling, BORN TODAY
additions, all home 8 Creator of Mickey Mouse VValt
Disney (1901), musician Little Richard
mobile home repairs, (1932). songwriter
J J Cale (1938)
metal. roofs. decks.
•••
much more. Larry- Jacqueline
Bigar is on the Internet at wwwjacquelinebigarcom.
Nimmo 227-0587.
753 2353

FROFESSIONAIT'S

y
Publ,
Kathy
named
Lee Call
Squad
ire Miti
Angela
Also

Phowgra
rapher
Chart,
will not

irtirrenturrrosagar

PISCES(Fah. 19-March 29)
*** Play it nice and easy the next few

Motc•tycles di 47-V 2

753-1114

eareer
County
Development
*Track hoe
dozer
backhoe work & septic
systems top soil 8
gravel for sale We
build you a Home to
Surte your Needs
270-210-3781
270-559-2032
YEARRY S
-Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

(270) 436-2228

'?vSEND US
YOUR WINTE
PHOTOS!
When you submit photographs for

2BR
Duplex
in
Northwood $98.000
270-293-1446
4-PLEX 281 Native
Circle. Benton. $1.760
gross monthly rent
Must sell. 8180.000
obo. 978-1644.

IS. years elm
tKensed contr.wAor
f
Ist.mates
_

protected

nen+, inlormed
that a,ldwellmg,ack•rhged are

• ESTABLISHED professional business office
"setup for sale in downtown Benton. Phone
system fax, printing,
very reasonable rent,
water provided. Four
iarge rooms, 3 small
and 2 bathrooms
$6.500. Call
270-227-0521.

‘r .1

Used Cars

2002 Honda Civic.
app -100,000 miles
4-cloor automatic
w/CD, titt, cruise. factory silver paint. electric windows and mirrors Great gas
mileage Excellent
condition 1 -owner
293-3215

IA, e.u.s606

iite-)hoy

• Painting • Fix a

Ns1,1

06 Toyota Avalon limited. now tires, silver,
b
miles, 18 300
obo. 293-6430

=L.

Irlr ,,,if

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Repairs • Decks

Call 753-5606

shirr.
Li*

Memo

FUTRELL'S Tr**
Saryte•
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, fire
svood Insured
481-#-,eaja

USED TIRES

Call (270)293-6222

nip WI*

Murray Ledger &

"Scene in the Community"
page, please include the event, the date. place,
organization or group. as well as the name of
everyone in the photograph.
Only a certain number of photographs will
appear because of space. There is no guarantee
a submission will be published. No photos over
2 months old will be published.
010tal photos: They may be submitted to
composing@murrayledger.com in a JPEG format.
Mot photos: May be dmpped off at the
Ledger office at Whitnell Ave..
or mailed to
P.O. Box 1040.
Murray. KY 42071.
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Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway
and Murray City Schools for the week of Dec
released by Pal Lane. Calloway director. and
Murray director Menus. subject to occasional
on availability of food. are as follows:

County Schools
7-11 have been
Mallory Cathee
changes. based,

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snock - Monday':!
apple, milk, Tuesday - 1,'2 peanut butter & jelly sandwich,
milk, Wednesday - cheese. crackers; Thursday - animal crack;
ers. mtlk; Friday - carrots w/dip, milk. Breakfast - Monday
- pancakes vesyrup. peaches, milk; Tuesday - biscuit w/sausage.
gravy. juice, milk; Wednesday - scrambled eggs, ham, hashbrowns, toast, milk; Thursday - oatmeal, muffin, juice, milk;.
Friday - cereal. Poptart, juice milk. Lunch - Monday - vegetable soup, grilled cheese, crackers, mixed fruit, milk. Tuesday - pepperoni pizza. green beans, apple pizza, milk, Wednes-.
day - cheeseburger, French fries. lettuce, tomato. pickle, Jelloe
milk; Thursday - mini com dogs, green oeas, cole slaw, miftv-1
Friday - turkey & cheese sandwich. French fries. peaches Cae
rots, milk.
Elementaries: Snacks - Monday - 1/2 peanut butter &
jelly sandwich, milk: Tuesday - apple, graham crackers, milk;
Wednesday - nacho chips. cheese, crackers. milk; 'Thursday
- cereal, milk, Friday - cheese. crackers, milk. Breakfast (cereal. toast, fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk offered daily) - Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - pancake & sausage Oil stick
wisyrup. Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage eravy; Thursday • French toast sticks w/syrup; Friday • breakfast pizza. Lunch
(assorted vegetables. fresh fruit, cbef salads and milk offered
daily) PAonday - oven Meet chicken Wrote corn dog . peanut
butter jelly sandwich; Tuesday - pizza. BBO sandwich, yogurt
& animal crackers; Wednesday - chicken nuggets weoll, pimento cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich, Thursday - sausage,
eggs & biscuit, turkey & cheese sandwich, peanut butter &
jelly sandwich; Friday - chicken fajita. hamburger. grilled cheese
sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (cereal. toast, cinnamon toast, yogurt,
fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk offered daily) Monday - biscuit
w/sausage gravy; Tuesday - ham & cheese biscuit, Wedrieeday - scramblec eggs, hashbrowns
& toast; Thursday French toast sticks w/syrup: FHday - breakfast pizza. LunCh
- (assorted vegetables, fresh fruit, chef salads and milk offered
daily) Monday - lasagna w/Texas toast. turkey club, ham &
cheese sandwich, Tuesday - taco salad w/Mexican combreaa,
Chuckwagon sandwich. submarine sandwich; Wednesday oven fried chicken, hot ham & Swiss sandwich, pimento cheese
sandwich; Thursday - cream of potato soup w/grilled cheesit
chicken sandwich, ham & cheese sandwich. Friday
spaghelt
ti wqexas toast, hamburger, turkey & cheese sandwich
High - Breakfast (toast. cereal. juice served daily) Monday
- chicken biscuit: Tuesday - pancake & sausage on stick
wisyrup, Wednesday - ham biscuit: Thursday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy, Friday - oatmeal, poptart. Lunch - (cooked/fresh vegetables. canned/fresh fruit, lowfat milk served daily) Monday
cheesey burrito, turkey club; Tuesday - vegetable soup w/grilled
cheese, grilled chicken sandwich; Wednesday - chicken
patty
wiroll, foot long hot dog. Thursday - spaghetti wiTexas toast
Chuckwagon sandwich; Friday - chicken nuggets w/roll, cheeseburger.
MURRAY CITY
Murray Headstart - Breakfast - (fruit and milk served daily)
Monday - blueberry muffin, Tuesday
biscuit, gravy; Moduli*
day - cereal: Thursday
sausage biscuit; Friday -waffTe
slicks. Lunch - (cooked & fresh vegetables, canned & fresh
fruit. lowfat milk served daily). Monday - roast beef sub. green
beans: Tuesday - Chuckwagon sandwich. com, Wednesday •
chicken sandwich baked beans, Thursday - cheeseburger. diced
potatoes, Friday - oven fried chicken, mashed potatoes, green
beans, rolls. gravy
Elementary - Breakfast (cereal, toast, juice served daily/
Monday - egg & cheese toast; Tuesday
biscuit & gravy(
Wednesday - waffle sticks; Thursday - breakfast bagel; Fri;
day - Honey bun. Lunch - (cooked/fresh vegetables. canned/earth
fruit, lowfat milk served daily) Monday - hamburger. grilled
cheese, oven fries. veggie beans, Tuesday - ravioli
w/cOrii
muffin. roast beef w,'cheese. bun, green beans. corn: W•dnos,
day - turkey/cheese wrap. chef salad w/crackers, green peas'.
mashed putdioes, Thursday - breaded cnicKen patty/nun oh";
crispito, lima beans, scalloped potatoes: Friday - stuffed crud!
sausagc pizza. fish sandwich. brocA;o4,'/..hoese, corn.
Middle - Breakfast (toast. cereal. juice and milk served
daily) Monday - poptarts, Tuesday - sausage biscuit, Wednesday - French toast sticks: Thursday - blueberry muffin; Friday - breakfast pizza Lunch - (cooked/fresh vegetabled,
canned/fresh fruit. !owlet milk served daily) Monday w,'roll. spicy chicken sandwich, com on cob, green peas,
tossed
Salad. Tuesday - vegetable beef soupisandwich, corn
dog.
baked apples, pork n beans. carrots/dip, Wednesday - Domlno's pizza, peanut butter & jelly sandwich, pasta salad. vegetable mot, celery/dip: Thursday - fried chicken w/biscuie
Chuckwagon, potato salad, green beans, tossed salad. Friday
- bar b que chicken sandwich. fish patty, French fries.
cote
slaw. carrots/dip, dessert.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice served deity) Mondi&
- assorted muffins. Tuesday - biscuit, gravy, Wednesday tognado wrap. Thursday - sausage biscuit: Friday - waffle
sticks'.
Lunch • (cooked/fresh vegetables. canned/fresh fruit,
lowfat
milk served daily) Monday - ravioli, roast beef sub,
mixed
greens. pinto beans. com muffin; Tuesday - taco
bar, stuff
crust pizza, potato wedges, lettuce & tomato cup.
Wednesday
- Chuckwagon sandwich, chicken sandwich. baked beans.
baked
apples; Thursday - Domino's pizza, tomato stuffed
with chicklen salad. buttered potatoes, corn) Friday - oven tried
chide
en. baked ham. mashed potatoes. green beans. assorted
fruit,
rollsegravy.
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Man's stubborn silence
causes family to panic

71811

10 years ago
Published is d photograph of
Kathy Tidwell, who hiss been
mimed the first female captain of
the Calloway County Fire Rescue
Squad. Other female volunteers
are Mitzi Shields. Angie Hill and
Angela Hasty
Also published is a picture of
members of the First Baptist Church
(bon, Murray rehearsing for the
musical,'The Promise.' to be presented Dec 5 at 7 p m at the
church The photograph was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane..
20 years ago
Published is a picture of E W.
bennison, Bob Douglas, Chuck
l'oster and Dr. Jim Byrn. mem/WS of the Murray Rotary Club.
'helping to serve at the annual breakfast by the club at Pagliais. The
photograph was by Staff Photographer Dan loudy
Charles Hale has announced he
will not be a candidate for the
tZalloway County Property Valuation Administration office and
retired Nov. 30 He was elected
to the office an 1961and served
seven terms and 28 years. Ronald
.. lifckson was elected for the office
said started Dec. i
. Murray High School Tigers won
400n 69-54 over Caldwell County
di semifinals of St. Mary' Basketball Tournament; and then won
71-44 over St.Mary's Vikings for
,the championship of the Holiday
Tournament.
30 years ago
: John C. Winter who retired
this year after 31 years as a
:bet of music faculty at Murray State
:i.filiversity will be honored at a
reception on Dec. 5.
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ricti2_n_. of Stu.

art Poston, president of Murray
Rotary Club, presenting a check
for $200 to Larry Doyle. scoutmaster for Boy' Scout Troop 13.
-' Births reported Include a boy
tei' Dr. and Mrs Jerry' Ingram,
Nov. 27, and a girl to Grant and
Patsy Black. Nov. 30.
Calloway County High School
Laers lost 82-70 to Tngg CounIP in a basketball game. High

teiun scorers were Smothennan for
the Leiters and Cain for Tngg..
yean ago
One way streets have been desDEAR ABBY: I have been
ignated in the area of Robertson
marned to "Mick.' for 22 years
School to help aleviate the traf-- most of them happy. My
fic congestion
problem is his communication
Vernon Shown. since 1963
skills. I have always had a
director of Murray: State Uruverhard time contacting him. He
sity School, has asumed the role
has a cell phone, but won't
of president of First District Edutake it out of his vehicle.
cation Association
Mrs Jane Rogers of Murray
was crowned Mrs Murray State
Recently,
in a halftime ceremony. at the basour daughter
ketball game with Tennessee Wescame home
leyan. She is pictured with her
from
colhusband, Don Rogers Murray State
lege. We had
Racers won 83-51 over the Tenplanned to
nesse Wesleyan Bulldogs.
go to dinner
Births reported include a boy
with her and
to Mr. and Mrs. William M. Lord
h
e
r
II, Nov. 28, and a boy to Mr
boyfriend.
and Mrs. Pat Paschall, Nov. 29.
When Mick
SO years ago
Jidn't show
Published is a picture of J.B.
By Abigail
up, I tried
Hurnphey, David Kingins, Michael
Van Buren
without sucPalmer, Jamie Potts and Nolan
cess to contact him. My daughYates of Callow:ay County 4-H
ter tried and then my son did,
and Future Farmers of Amenca with
too. This went on for an hour
the trophies they won at the Mayfield 4-H and FFA Tobacco Showand a half. We were worried
and Sale
sick, so we started calling his
Births reported at Murray Hosfnends arid co-workers -- anypital include a boy to Mr. and
one who might know his whereMrs. Larry Norsworthy, a boy to
abouts.
Mr. and Mrs. James Thompson
Abby, I have a serious heart
and a girl to Mr. arid Mrs. James
condition that could send me
Wilson.
to the hospital at any time.
The Grace Wyatt Circle of the
Mick finally called back and
College Presbyterian Church held
said he had gotten distracted
its monthly meeting at the home
talking with an old friend. He
of Mrs.Jack Belote
acted like we were crazy for
60 years ago
being concerned, and insists
Rev. Robert Jarman, minister
he did nothing wrong.
of First Christian Church. was
speaker at a meeting of thc MurA!! ! have ever asked is
ray Rotary Club at the Murray
that my. husband and kids give
Woman's Club house. New memme a quick call to let me
bers Wert James Wilson of Adams
know if they're going to be
Shoe Store and Bob Garrison of
late so I won't worry. My son
Garrison's Food Market.
arid daughter do it, but Mick
Murray State College Thoroughrefuses. He says he's the breadbreds won 80-42 over Illinois Colwinner, and he should not have
lege in a basketball game. Cope
to answer to anyone. I have
was high scorer fur the Thoroughput up with this for years, but
breds.
now I have had enough. What
do you think?
SICK AND

Dear Abby

Today In NIstory
.
By The Associated Press
'Today is Friday. Dec. 4, the
riftth day of 2009. There are 27
oittys left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
' ' on Dec. 4, 1619. settlers from
Bnstol, England, arrived at Berkeley Hundred in present-day Charles
City County. Va., where they held
a service thanking God for rhoir
safe arrival. (Some suggest that
this was America's true first
Thanksgiving.
. On this date:
In 1783, Gen. George Washtngton bade farewell to his officers at Fraunces Tavern in New:
; York.
. In 1816. James Monroe of Vir• ginia was elected the fifth president of the United States.
' In 1875, William Marcy Tweed.
the ''Boss" of Ni-w York City's
, Tammany Hall pohtical organiza; tion. escaped from jail and fled
the country
la
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In 1918, President Woodrow
Wilson left Washington on a trip
to France to attend the Versailles
Peace Conference.
In 1942, U.S. bombers struck
the Italian mainland for the first
time in World War 11. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt ordered the
dismantling of the Works Progress
Adnunistration. whteh had been
created to provide jobs dunng the
Depression.
In 1965, the United States
launched Gemini 7 with Air Force
Lt. Col. Frank Borman and Navy
Cmdr. James A. Lovell aboard.
In 1978, San Francisco got its
first female mayor as City Supervisor Dianne Feinstein was narned
to replace the assassinated George
Moscone.
In 1984, a five-clay hijack drama
began as four anned men seized
a Kuwaiti airliner en route to Pakistan and forced it to land in Tehran.
where the hijackers killed Arner-

ican passenger Charles Hegira.
In 1991, the onginal Pan American World Airways ceased operations.
In 1996. the Mars Pathfinder
lifted off from Cap-, Canaveral
and began speeding toward Mars
on an odyssey of 310 million
miles. (It arrived on Mars in July
1997.)
Ten years ago: NASA scientists continued to wait in vain for
a signal from the Mars Polar Lander, raising questions about the
whereabouts of NASA's $165 million probe. lit's believed the spacecraft was destroyed aftrr it plunged
toward the Red Planet.)
Five years ago: President
George W. Bush received the president of Pakistan, Gen. Pervez
Musharraf, in the Oval Office,
afterward, Bush pronounced himself "very pleased" with Pakistan's
efforts to flush out terrorists.
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DEAR ABBY:
married
"Marge• 18 months ago. It
was a second marriage for both
of us. We agreed to sell our
homes and buy something
together. Mine sold and now
I'm in her house.
Things were going fine until
Marge's daughter and son-inlaw rnoved back in. It was
supposed to be a three- or
four-day stay, but it's now into
the fifth week. They always
claim to be right on the edge
of leaving.
Marge enjoys having her
daughter near her, but this is
stressful for me. They sleep
"-*" noon Cr Cry day ctlid stay
up late. They enjoy all that
we have earned throughout our
lives, and offer nothing in the
way of rent.
am not allowed to complain. I have been given the
option to say "Go," but I know
it will cause hard feelings from
them and Marge. I am to the
point where I'm ready to move
out. -- TRAPPED IN THEIR
HOUSE
DEAR TRAPPED: More
troubling than the fact you
appear to have been invaded
by freeloaders is that you say
you are "not allowed" to voice
your feelings about it. Marriage is supposed to be a partnership ot equals, and it one
partner is not happy, healthy
couples work out an agreeable
solution together. Because you
have been unable to do this,
I reconunend marriage counseling before you pack your
bags.
With counseling I'm hoping you and Marge can form
a united front in telling "the
kids" they have a deadline to
be out instead of you being
forced into the role of "bad
guy." Moving out should be
your last option, because once
you do, the move may be permanent.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Nan Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

ACROSS
1 Shaggy beast
4 Did the butterfly
8 Horne. to Pierre
12 Ms Thurman
13 Praise
14 Actor Cronyn —
15 Arrays
17 Feverish chill
18 Out in front
19 Page of a book
21 Rookie socialite
ubily_trio
Da
27
3s

Dr. Gott

35 Bunion site
36 Kind of tide
37 Not masc.
38 Sporty wheels
39 Thole fillers
40 Prtsties with
42 Doctrine
44 Mal. Hoople s
word
1

2

Amusing incidents occasionally
occur in major tourniunents. For
example, there was the time some
years ago when a young Polish pair.
representing their country for the
first time in the annual world championship, arrised at a dreadful grandslam contract. After the opening lead
was mad: and dummy appeared,
declarer could see that hi, partner
had overbid his values by at least tss:o
tricks. Declarer looked at the
dummy, then looked at his partner
arid said: "That dummy is an insult to

trumps (South turns up with three of
them)and continue with the A-K and
another heart, ruffling in dummy.
Now you play the club five, taken by
South with the king. You hope South
will return a diamond away from the
king, which would hand .you the
slam. but he smarty exas with a
heart instead.
After discarding a diamond from
your hand and rutting the heart with
dummy's last trump. y:ou return the
queen of diamonds. cosered by the
king and ace. Miraculously. you are
now on the s erge making the i;UrtIf yerai were Kest on the following tract if North holds the jack of dialayout. you might have similar feel- monds. You hope he started w clh
ings if you reached Six Spades due to hand such as:
panner's overoptimism after you
5 •Q1082•J843•10987
opened two notrurnp. However. they•
If nat's what be was dealt, he
don't allow you to back up and
will be a dead duck when you next
change the contract. so the question play the queen of-spades in this pose
is how. to proceed after North leads tion•
the ten of clubs iassume the missing
North
trumps divide 3-1 or 2-2).
•.1
West
East
•9
•KQ109
illiAJ8 76
West
East
IPAK3
•76
•Q
•5
•A10 2
•Q 5
•10
4.1 6
*A 3 2
+1 6 5 4
•3
The only genuine chance for the
Sonth
slam is to find South with the dou•9 7 6
bleton K-Q of clubs, as well as the
Whatever North discards on the
king of diamonds Accordingly, you spade queen, you make the slam Ot
play a loss: club from dummy, and course, yoo must alse bc sure to conSouth. luckily for you, produces the gratulate your Mani partner on his
queen
sagacity in contracting for such a
Yon next cash three rounds of dreadful slam!
Tomorrow: Protecting your invesunent

47 Cause-andeffect law
51 John. in Russia
54 Corrective
56 Robins' beaks
57 Lotion additive
58 So long!
59 Hombre's
abode
60 Fix. as lipstick
61 Marstipiei pocket
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'VEY,04UCK YOU Wi4ERE ARE
41155ED A 6000 WE? I CAN'T
PRACTICE:
SEE A THING!

rillation?
I exercise three tones d week
and am in good health otherwise
Mutes going on'
DEAR READER: Based on
your description. I assume that your
diagnosis is paroxysmal atrial fibollation This means that you KiVe
episodes of irregular heartbeat that
CA:1 iJI.St up to a few hours and
then resolve spontaneously Chronic atnal fibrillation occurs when
the irregular heartbeat does not
resolve on its own and requires
treatment.
The only inconsistency that I
have with this diagnosis is your
mention that your blood pressure
increases d-unng the attack. During an episode of atnal fibnllation, the heart rate increases to
between 100 and 175 beats per
minute. This causes the heart chambers to quiver and pump blood ineffectively Because the rate is so
rapid, the chambers do not completely fill or ernpty, which can
cause a drop in blood pressure.
not an increase The condition
also carries the nsk of develop
ang blood clots. but this osk is
morc conunon in thosc patients
with chronic a-fib rattier than the
paroxysmal variety.
Now to answer your specific
questions. First, I can't tell you
whether one drink will bring on
an episode, but because alcohol
appears to be a trigger. it is best
avoided. Second, because you're
a-fib is only occasional, I don't
believe you require more aspirin.
however, that is a question best
answered by your cardiologist.
Finally, hypenension, especially
when U.!Id T CYOf contro.A. can lead
to changes in the heart that:may
increase the risk of developing
heart-rate abnormalities such as
atnal fibrillation.
.
I urge you to discuss your discovery of increased blood pressure during the attack with your
cardiologist.

Contract Bridge

1 Arizona city
2 Memsahib's
nanny
3 — Winslet of
"Titanic,"
4 Avalanche
5 Candle drippings
6 "The Mammoth
Hunters writer
7 Inventory wd
8 Rub against
9 Warm greeting
10 Cirounded bird
11 Alphabet ender

(secretly)
30 Vortex
33 Estuary
hicnktening
T9e
34 a

Jo

ton -

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am an
active. healthy 72-year-old female
concerned about a recent diagnosis of atrial filanllation. I have
had approximately six episodes
over the past seven months Each
lasts about 15 to 30 minutes and
has always occurred after a eoupie of -social
drinks- and
nght after I
go to bed. I
don't dnnk on
a daily basis
During my
most recent
episode, I put
on my blood
pressure
machine and
was shocked
by the numbers. My norBy
Dr Peter Gott mal numbers
are
130/75,
with a pulse of 70. I take bloodpressure medicine every day.. My
blood pressure dunng the attack
was 153/119. arid my pulse was
156. Over the next 10 minutes.
it went to 163/125, pulse 109,
and then 164/87, pulse 70. Gradually, it lowered to 138/89, and
my pulse remained at 70. Throughout the readings. the machine kept
indicating an irregular heartbeat.
I take two 8I-milligram aspirins
every day, but my cardiologist
isn't concerned about the episodes
because he says they: aren't frequent enough to prescnbe medication. He is not aware of these
high blood-pressure readings yet.
though. I've also had a few EKGs,
but everything looks normal. I'd
have to wear a Holier frie•TWOr
for five or six weeks just to be
able to catch an episode.
My questions: Is alcohol a trigger for me? Would only one dnnk
tngger this. or is something else
going on? Should I take more
aspinn daily to prevent blood clots'
What as the connection between
high blood pressure and atrtal fib-

TIRED OF IT, IN SOUTH
CAROLINA
DEAR SICK AND TIRED
OF IT: Candidly, I think Mick
is acting more like a rebellious teenager rather than a
canng husband Because he
has been this way for 22 years,
I senously doubt he is capable of change. That's why I
also think you should talk to
your attorney about adding
another family member to your
Advance Directive for Health
Care, in case you have a medical emergency and your husband is -- as usual -- unreachable. Please give this the serious consideration it deserves
because your life could depend
on it.
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Atrial fibrillation and
high blood pressure

:009 tng Femur's S,ncks.
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Swift talks Grammy joy;
Beyonce top nominee
By NEKESA MUNN
MOODY
AP MusiC Writer
aylor Swift has won just
about every top music
award there is this year,
but thc possibility of winning
not just one. but eight Granunys,
had the 19-year-old screaming
for joy as the nominations were
announced.
"1 started freaking out and
jumping up and down," Swift
said in a telephone interview
this week after learrung of her
nominations, which included
album of the year for her sophomore CD "Fearless" and menttons for song and record of the
year.
"I honestly never would have
predicted this, eight nominations -- I'm ecstatic, and blown
away and so so thankful," the
stunned country sensation said.
Swift's haul of eight nods was
only second to another blonde
superstar — Beyonce, who got
10. The multi-hyphenate diva,
who had an amazing year even
on Beyonce terms, including
perfoniung at the inauguration
for President Barack °barna and
the first lady and a No. i movie
with "Obsessed," was rewarded
for hc: fierce yvas. The
Grarnmy-winner was nominated
once again, this time for album
of the year for her double CD,"1
Am ... Sasha Fierce," song of
the year for her ubiquitous
anthem, "Single L,adies (Put a
Ring On It)" and song of the
year for "Halo." as well as other
awards.
Another diva was also notninated in all three categories:
Lady Gaea. The eccentric entertainer, who had five nominations overall, garnered a best
album mention for her debut

T

AP Photo/The Messenger

inquire! John Dunham
HOTEL SOUVENIRS: In this Dec. 1, photo, Jarrod and
Lisa Lanham stand with their children
Kalie, 8, right front, Brooke, 9, second from nght,
Devin. 12, left front. and Madison Lee, 15,
next to the neon big E sign at the family's home in
St. Joseph. The Executive Inn Rivermont
in Owensboro may be gone, but souvenirs from the landmar
k hotel in western Kentucky are
still in demand.

USDA NRCS in Kentucky announces
2010 Farm Bill program participation
LEXINGTON, Ky. - After the
harvest season, November is
usually the time we celebrate
and give thanks. It is also time
for producers and landowners to
consider planning for the next
growing season.
According to information provided, ach fiscal year, the
Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) sets dates for
program application ranking.
Although dates may vary from
one program to another,
landowners may sign-up at any
time for all conservation programs.
Conservation Planning is an
integral part of the conservation
process and that anyone seeking
cost share assistance will be

provided an up-to-date conservation plan that includes the
practiccs needed to address their
resource concerns.
The conservation plan allows
the landowner to combine farming skills with the technology
tools available from NRCS and
conservation district staff, to
provide the best and up-to-date
information used to apply conservation practices and make
decisions regarding the natural
resources on the land.
Anyone can apply for assistance whether or not they have a
conservation plan but the first
step will be to develop a plan
that meets the participant's
objectives.
There are two programs,

WHIP and EQIP, with an
upcoming cut-off date of
January 29. 2010 for application
ranking.
The Conservation
Stewardship Program (CSP)
a!so has v.:: ongoing sign-up
period. but a ranking cut-off
date has not yet been identified
for CSP.
As in past years, assistance is
available on cropland, pastureland ,hayland and forestland.
If you are interested in participating Farrn Bill conservation
programs, you should sign-up as
soon as possible and request a
conservation plan. For more
information, contact Ian Young .
NRCS district conservationist
at,(270) 753-5151 x 3.1

Rare first Poe book could
fetch record at NY auction
By MARK PRATT
Associated Press Wnter
BOSTON (AP) -- When a
teenage Edgar Allan Poe moved
to Boston to find work in 1827,
he was eager to launch his literary career, re-establish his roots
in the city. of his birth and distance himself from his foster
father in Richmond, Va.
The result was his first book,
"Tamerlane and Other Poems,"
virtually' unnoticed when published but now one of the
world's rarest and most soughtafter texts.
Experts at Christie's auction
house say it could sell for a
record price for American literature.
"This is known as the black
tulip of U.S. literature," said
Francis Wahlgren, head of
books and manuscnpts at
Christie's in New York, which
expects to get from $500.000 to
$700,000 for the book on
Friday'. To the best of
Wahlgren's recollection, the
record is $250,000 for a copy of
"Tamerlane" sold at auction
nearly two decades ago.
No more than 4{) or 50 copies
of "Tamerlane" were printed,
and only 12 remain. Poe's name
doesn't even grace the cover of
the 40-page book. which is
credited to "a Bostonian."
The book being auctioned is
stained and frayed and has Vshaped notches on the outer and
lower margins.
"It's kind of a beat-up copy,"
said William Self. the former
television executive who's selling it.
Still,"This is a rare opportunity, a once-in-a-lifetime chance,"
Wahlgren said.
Poe, now canonized as an
early master of horror and mystery. was 18 and a complete
unknown v*hen the book was
printed. He wanted to do anything he could to repudiate his
foster father, John Allan, a
wealthy Richmond merchant,
Poe scholar James Hutchisson
said.
The pair had a mercurial rela-

tionship, said Hutchisson, an
English professor at The Citadel
in Charleston, S.C.
"He never felt he was loved by
Allan," Hutchisson said. "He
never got any affection from
him."
It has been suggested that by
not putting his name on the
book. Poe was trying to hide
from Allan, but Hutchisson says
it's more likely the teen just
wanted to connect to his heritage.
Although Poe is most associated with Baltimore, where he
died at age 40 under mystenous
circumstances, he spent more
time in Rictunond, with stints in
Boston, Philadelphia and New
York.
"By saying the book was written by a Bostonian, he was iden-

tifying with his biological mother. Eliza Poe, who was from
Boston," Hutchisaon said. "He
had no reason to hide from
Allan."
The book is a collection of
poems, but the 403-line
"Tamerlane" is the highlight.
The poem, about an Eastern
ruler on his death bed who,
despite a lifetime of military
conquests, expresses regret for
losing the love of his life,
embodies many themes that run
throughout Poe's literary career,
including death and the loss of
love.
"Tamerlane and Other Poems"
is included in the 300-book collection being sold by Self, the
former president of Twentieth
Century Fox Television, who
lives in Los Angeles.

CD, "The Fame." while her
"Poker Face" got nominations
for record and song of the year.
Other nominees for album of the
year were the Black Eyed Peas
for -The E.N.D." and Dave
Matthews Band's "Big Whiskey
and the Groogrux King."
The Black Eyed Peas were
also nominated for record of the
year for their feel-good song, "1
Gotta Feeling," while the Kings
of Leon were nominated for
"Use Somebody." The Kings of
Leon hit was also nomineted for
song of the year, as well as
Maxwell's
comeback
hit,
"Pretty Wings."
The Black Eyed Peas,
Maxwell and Kanye West got
six nominations each, while JayZ and DJ David Guetta got ftve.
The country act the Zac
Brown Band was nominated for
best new artist, along with R&B
suits Keri Hi!son, rockers
MGMT, the punk duo the Ting
Tings and the rock group the
Silversun Pickups. The year's
most popular new artist, Lady
Gaga. wasn't eligible; her single
"Just Dance" had been nominated last year, before she was a
platinum-selling act; previous
Grammy nominees can't he
nominated in the category
Recording Academy President
Neil Portnow said that scenario
won't likely happen again:
"There will be some changes so
that particular situation won't
repeat itself."
Wednesday's
nominations
were unveiled at Club Nokia in
Los Angeles as part of a primetime CBS special. It was the
second year in a row that the
Recording Academy revealed a
handful of its 109 nominees during a televised concert; in the
past. they had been announced

dunng a morning news conferenScw
e'ift, who turns 20 later this
month, said she was holed up ut
a Los Angeles hotel room with
her mother. editing home videos
on her computer, when the nominations were being read. It was
then she got a text from her producer, Nathan Chapman, that
just read "AAUUGGH t "1
I " .
Taylor didn't know what to
make of it.
Then he called and told her
about her first nomination, song
of the year, for her hit, "You
Belong With Me." And then the
screarns started, and continued
when the nominations kept coin;•
ing in.
Besides album and song of the
year, shc was also nominated fot
record of the year for "Yet;
Belong With Me" and countzjr
album.
"To tie recognized by the
Granunys is the ultimate honiar;
arid all I know is that wherij
write about this in my jourriai
tonight it will be in all capital
letters and underlined four
times, and there will be lots pf
exclamation points in this entiy
because I never imagined I'd gin
rr4
to writ,. thic 1,:nel of
- t.
entry," she gushed.
Swift may be in shock, but kyr,
—
nominations are not a big sett:
prise to many: She was die'
year's best-selling artist outs*
of Michael Jackson, and lid
"Fearless" CD, released late
year, has sold more than 4.5
alisonwecio
r pies. She is not just,a,
country superstar, out a pop oilik
Just last month, Swift worit
...
,
-t'
five American Music Awardi:
including artist of the year.
The Granunys will be presented on Jan. 31 in Los Angeles.

cORER CELERRATION/
The holidays are a time
for family fun.
Whatever your family
tradition, do it sober.
Sober Spirit.
Life at its best. Add nothing.

762-7332
Rosovress, *tamp 1 AcAor
on Alcoiva Isso«

Calloway county Alloence
fee Substance Abuse Prevention

w ww.ccasap.com

